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INTRODUCTION 

 
 DR. JOHNSON:  My name is Randall Johnson; I am the director of the Alabama 

Surface Mining Commission.  We are here tonight to take comments regarding the permit 

application of Shepherd Bend, LLC, the Shepherd Bend Mine, permit application number P3945.  

Notice of this informal conference was published in the Daily Mountain Eagle on July 31, 2010.  

The law allows or provides for public participation in this permitting process by allowing each 

person who has an interest that may be adversely affected by the proposed mine operation to 

have an opportunity to speak his or her objections as in the case maybe on behalf of the mining 

operation or the mining applicant.  Anyone wishing to be heard will be given an opportunity to 

speak.  We reserve the right to limit the length of each presentation in order to allow the most 

parties an opportunity to speak.  It doesn’t look like we may have that problem tonight.  We’re 

required by law to record all the comments that are made at this conference.  It’s important that 

when you come up here to speak that you give your name, give your address and give your 

objections as clearly as you can.  We stress that this is just an informal conference. It is not a trial 

and it’s not a formal hearing.  It is a chance to say what is on your mind, to express your 

concerns about this proposed operation, and tell us how you object to the permit.  Limit your 

conversation and your comments to this application specifically.  A copy of this transcript will be 

typed out and will be forwarded to our permit manager who will give it to all of our review staff 

and they will review all of your comments before making their decisions on their individual parts 

of the permit application.  At the time, of a final decision by this agency on this permit, we will 

be mailing out postcards or sending out email to all the persons who have made contact with us 

about this permit application.  That postcard will direct you to our web site at http://surface-
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mining.alabama.gov where you can go and review the decision.  We will address your comments 

in that permit decision document.  You will be able to make copies of that decision on your 

printer or if you do not have access to a computer, you can make a written request to us for a 

copy.  Anyone wanting a CD copy of what is being recorded here tonight must make a request in 

writing.  There’s a cost of $20.00 dollars for a transcript.  For those of you who are going to our 

web site you may want to go ahead and make a copy of that decision as quickly as you can 

because it will only be there for thirty days.  Thirty days is the time frame after the decision is 

allowed for someone to appeal our decision to our Division of Hearings and Appeals.  First, I 

would like to thank Dean Charles Murray of Bevill State for graciously allowing us to have this 

here.  We appreciate Ken Russell for helping organize the room, getting all of the speaker 

systems and things set up for us.  We’re providing you with a card to fill as you came in. We’re 

required by law to give you notice in writing if you attend this conference.  If you do not want 

your name and address or email to be apart of public record, you do not have to fill it out, but if 

we don’t have it we can’t send you a notice so that’s the caveat to that.  The permit we’re 

considering today…Can I have the lights dim please?  While we’re doing that let me say I’m not 

a proponent of this operation nor am I an opponent of it. I’m here to listen to your comments and 

to provide you with some information about it.  That’s a little bit dim.  Can we go to the permit 

map Brandon please?  Okay, that’s a little bit better.  The permit we’re considering here is a 286-

acre surface mine located in the Shepherd Bend area of the Mulberry Fork River.  Access to the 

mine is, I think, primarily from Reed’s Ferry Road.  There are 5 mining increments proposed on 

this mining operation and there are 4 pollution abatement facilities proposed.  The first increment 

that’s going to be mined if it’s issued is a 38 acre increment.  It has 2 sediment ponds, 34 acres 

for mining and also some roads involved.  In the first increments, lands are owned by Alawest.  
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These lands were leased to Shepherd Bend LLC 4/22/2010.  Mineral rights for this first 

increment are split ownership.  SBLLC owns 4/5 of the mineral rights by deed granted from 

Drummond Company on 4/22/2010.  Allendale Land Co. owns 1/5 of the mineral rights in 

Increment 1.  A lease is still pending for those rights. I might point out that we will not issue this 

permit until those rights are obtained and proof of that has been given to us. Other mining 

increments have mining rights pending or not yet obtained.  Owners include the University of 

Alabama,  Soterra and Dorothy Bullocks.  There is a lease in one of the other increments that has 

been executed with this company and it’s owned by William and Christine Heaton. 

The applicant has an NPDES permit from the Alabama Department of Environmental 

Management that’s covering a much larger area than this mine site.   I believe it was 1770 acres.  

We’re not considering that area of mining here today, only this 286-acre permit.  That NPDES 

permit authorizes four point source discharge outfalls that are located on this permit.  (Dr. 

Johnson points to the map on the screen.).  The applicant has an authorization under a 

Nationwide 21 Permit from the US Army Corps of Engineers for impacts to waters of the US 

namely for the construction of 4 sediment basins or pollution control facilities.  These will be 

impacting 1 acre of jurisdictional ephemeral stream.  The permittee has applied for an MSHA 

I.D. but that is still listed as pending.  Brandon can we have the full photo 1 please?  I apologize 

for the dimness of these…when this aerial photograph was taken there was apparently a lot of 

cloud cover in the summer of 2009.  There are three existing mine permits or mine areas that are 

located in the vicinity one of these is the Horse Creek Mine, which is located north of Corridor 

X. One is the Red Star Mine permit, which is located directly across the river from the Shepherd 

Bend permit application site.  The Quinton Mine permit, which is located south of all of theses 

mines on the river. The premining land use of the area is 278 acres identified as undeveloped 
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logging, no management cleared for commercial/industrial and 8 acres permanent water 

impoundments.  The post mining land use proposed after mining will be 280 acres undeveloped 

land or no current use and 6 acres of permanent water impoundments.  We’re here today to take 

your comments on this permit and this permit alone.  So, please confine your comments to this 

permit and to the context of what has been sent in to us.   

I would like to introduce my staff members who are here tonight.  Most of them are on the 

permit review staff.  The first person I would like to introduce is Ann Miles… if you would raise 

your hand please.  She is my executive assistant and she’ll be recording your comments and later 

transcribing them.  Mark Woodley is our permit manager for this particular application and 

coordinates the review along the review staff.  Christa Marks is our staff geologist\hydrologist 

she reviews those portions of the application.  Michael Harrison is one of our registered 

professional engineers.  He reviews design plans for pollution control facilities, roads, and the 

operation plan portions of the application.  Brandon Hamilton reviews the reclamation plan and 

establishes performance bond amounts for the permit.  Bill Kitchens is a geologist who reviews 

topsoil plans and blasting plans.  Robert Allen is our penalty assessment officer and he reviews 

compliance history of the permittee or the applicant.  I personally review biological, cultural and 

historic resource parts of the application.  Milton McCarthy is our Assistant Attorney General.  

He’s our resident attorney.  Carla Lightsey is the Chief of Division of Surface Mining Control 

and Reclamation.  She is in charge of our group permitting and review staff.  She supervises 

them.  Gail Thompson is an inspection supervisor.  She’s at the front desk right now; she’s 

getting those cards taken up.  She will be back here in a minute.  Finally, Brandon Dowdey is our 

IT Specialist and he’s on the computer tonight.     
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After the close of this hearing, all comments will be reviewed by our staff. We have to render 

some kind of a decision within 60 days of the close of this hearing.  The reviewers will complete 

their work, which they have started.  They started when it was turned in to us.  They make 

recommendations to me for issuance, denial, or modification of the application.  If modification 

is required, within that 60-day period we will send the applicant a notice of that and tell them 

what modifications have to be made.  If the permit is issued or denied we will prepare a written 

detailed decision document which outlines the reasons for our decision.  In all cases our decision 

will be posted on our website and notification will be sent to all parties to this conference and 

who ever submitted written comments prior to the conference.  Any appeal of our decision must 

be made to our Division of Hearings and Appeals within 30 days of the notice of our decision.  

Now, I’m going to just let you raise your hand to come up and talk.  Please please be careful 

there are a lot of wires, there’s particularly a wire here that leads to a microphone.  Try to stay on 

this side (pointing to the right side of the podium).  There are wires in front so please be careful 

and don’t trip and fall.  I don’t want to have to have anybody to be taken to the hospital tonight. 

So, that being said I’ll like to see a show of hands for the first person who would like to speak. 

Okay.  I got you and him back here first.  He raised his hand before you did.  I’m sorry, right 

behind you.  Please don’t forget to state your name, your address in addition to your comments.  

One more thing sorry, if you have any copies of written comments that you want to submit to us 

tonight give them to us before you leave the podium.  

 
 MR. RANDY PALMER:  Thank you.  I would like to thank the commission for 

scheduling this hearing.  I certainly appreciate all of you for being here too and your interest.  

Here is a comment that somebody just gave me.  My name is Randy Palmer.  I am a native of 

Cordova.  I have since moved to Tuscaloosa, Alabama.  My address is 67 Cherokee Hills, 
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Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35404.  I’m a certified public accountant.  As I said, I’m a native of 

Cordova.  I was involved in some community planning projects and process prior to moving.  

Ever since we found out that there was an RFP came out on this particular project back, I guess 

in late 2006 early 2007, we were concerned about it because it was contrary to what our idea of 

the plan…you know that area was.  As you know there’s a transportation corridor… a major 

transportation corridor coming through.  Corridor X, I-22 and the city of Cordova was having 

meeting putting 10% of its population or better into… and into planning sessions to find out a 

way to bring our community back to prosperity and how to rehab it. You know we had lost a lot 

of industry; we had lost a lot of jobs in the ‘60’s.  We saw the interstate highway and the natural 

resources like the Black Warrior River as something that would help us come back.  So we put 

together, with the help of experts, a comprehensive community plan called Building Upon A 

Place for a Sustainable Future.  That won a state award for best plan.  Now, when we saw this 

and the proximity of this mine… this proposed mine, the 286 acres, as well as the 1773 acres that 

would make up the entire project it certainly got our attention.  Because at the interchanges…you 

know if you go to Trussville, if you go to Chelsea, if you go to Calera, or if you go to Madison, 

Huntsville, or up in there Decatur along those Corridors you’re not seeing them strip mine their 

way back across there.  You see commercial development, you see residential development, but 

we’re not seeing strip mines.  I ‘m sure if that were the thing to do… I’m sure we’d a lot more of 

if it if it benefited the whole.  So, that’s one of our major concerns. Now, this is on top of the 

concerns of the environment.  You know this is a particularly beautiful part of the river.  We 

draw a lot of resources from that river our drinking water, and there’s any number of reasons but 

when we started looking at this, we started meeting every Tuesday in the month… every first 

Tuesday in the month.  Groups of concerned citizens and we’ve met since 2007 like that.  We’ve 
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been able to develop a consensus but the first thing you have to do is consider what you guys 

look at because ya’ll got a job to do too as a regulatory agency.  But it says in the Alabama 

Surface Mining Commission Administrative Code Chapter 880-X-7 it says and I’m a read to you 

in just a second.  Prohibits service…lets see what the code says it prohibits coal mining and 

reclamation operations on those lands or areas where the Act states that surface coal mining 

should not be permitted.  Those lands or areas include fragile or historical lands where operations 

could result in significant damage to important historic cultural scientific or ecstatic value, or a 

natural system.  The code also addresses the renewable resource lands in which the operations 

result in substantial loss or reduction of long-range productivity of water supply or food or fiber 

products or where it could affect natural hazard lands.  In which the operations could 

substantially endanger life and property.  Such lands to include air, subject to frequent flooding 

and unstable geology.  Now that seems to be the criteria.  I’m sure that the permit application 

process addresses those issues and I would think that the organizations mission…you know 

would filters down to the objectives and to the pass to achieve those things.  So, our group of 

citizens…you know were concerned about that because we’ve lived on that river all our life 

we’ve fished on that river, we’ve swam in that river.  My wife was baptized in that river and we 

find that particular part of the river extremely beautiful.  So, that talks about the ecstatic appeal 

of it certainly and I think that we have all I’ve heard there were significant artifacts there. Now, I 

know there’s been some survey’s preformed that show that nothing significant is found.  We still 

are concerned about that because we know of places where there are of human burials.  People 

have tried to take us there and the past several weeks but of course its posted now and of course 

there’s been a timbering operation that the Alabama Historical Commission asked who years ago 

to be stopped and a letter from Elizabeth Brown, but it was timbered.  Now, so we know it’s 
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historic, we know that it’s fragile.  Right now, that river has locks and damns below it and locks 

and damns above it.  Its got at least two water treatment plants pouring into it.  Most of those 

both of those are out of specs as much as they are in spec.  We’ve got three or four surface mines 

already in this creek or in this river pouring in there.  We’ve got industry and agriculture 

upstream of it.  All our lives we’ve lived up there and we’ve watched that river flow back and 

forth.  Those locks and damns and the drawing of Jasper Water Works Board, the drawing of the 

Birmingham Water Works Board, the water use for drinking water, Alabama Power draws off 

that river for industrial purposes and also Miller draws from locus, which I understand have an 

affect on the Mulberry too.  Then we’re talking about putting another 2000-acre strip mine on it.  

That part of the river is impaired.  How much more can we do, what else can we do to that river 

and not significantly change it.  There are known endangered species in that vicinity of the river.  

That comes from the Army Corp of Engineers, they will tell you that. We have renewable 

resource lands on there.  You said the University of Alabama, which I find unbelievable that they 

would be associated with such a short-sided project but they own or control 1300 or so acres of 

that public land that’s considered up for lease for mining.  And that land was granted to them 

from understanding in reconstruction to sustain the university with sustaining or sustainable 

type…it’s a sustainable resources timberland is what the university has called it. I think if you go 

down there and you look at the vegetation and trees and that sort of thing on there and I think 

we’ll all agree its timberland.  So, we certainly have fiber products down there and a strip a 

2000-acre strip mine would certainly cause substantial loss or reduction to the long-range 

productivity of that.  Now, water supply we mentioned a danger to the water supply.  We’ve got 

a letter but it is in your comments on your site.  Where the Birmingham Water Works Board, our 

largest city is Birmingham, Alabama.  They draw water for two hundred thousand for their users 
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from that Mulberry intake.  They wrote a twenty six-page letter in appendences requesting 

formally that this permit be denied because it threatens that water quality.  It threatens the water 

quality, it threatens the cost of producing that water, they are concerned with the heavy metals 

they can’t get out of that water, they acknowledge that there are ten times the iron and forty 

times the manganese in that water even if it comes within tolerable specs. So, we’re concerned 

about the water. We’re certainly concerned about swimming and fishing and eating anything out 

of there.  A lot of people still use that water substantiate fishing and then the last thing is…you 

know those …it says in your code that we don’t want to do anything that could substantially 

endanger life and property.  Well goodness gracious you know the windows where blown out of 

the church I was attending in Dovertown, Alabama by the church directly across from 

Dovertown.  Knocked the windows out of the church ya’ll.  I have sat on my front porch when I 

lived in Dovertown and clouds of dust would come over and choke me to death.  Me and my son 

both have allergies.  Now there are other people like my neighbor Gerald Hallman who is a heart 

transplant recipient.  Who it kills him, it almost kills him.  I just got the letter that the lady 

brought up here from Dr. Cross they have COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease) and 

another pulmonary respiratory illness.  That type stuff endangers their life. Some people who are 

friends of mine live on that river and they’ve lived down there for years.  They ain’t got river 

shanties and shacks they paid thirty to sixty thousand dollars for a river lot with their money they 

worked for all their lives and they put up a two hundred thousand dollar home out there and they 

intend to live in and raise their children in and retire in.  And you’re going to have a strip mine 

within three hundred miles of their property. Their kids got to go to school.  I’ve had three bus 

drivers call me in the last two days because they are scared to death about meeting service trucks, 

equipment trucks, and coal trucks on those narrow ways.  Not only for their children but for their 
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own health and safety too.  Then we talk about property.  You know, we know what blasting we 

know what that type thing does.  We’ve seen it and there’s no since in belaboring that point.  

And the last thing I want to mention here in this particular part. Is the unstable the frequent 

flooding and that sort of thing.  I think we can look two years ago when we those floods down 

there two years ago and you know it floods.  It’s a flood plain.  When it floods, I’ve seen aerial 

pictures where you can see a line that’s flowing in the river.  Where it’s flowing in the clear 

water.  So we know this are is subject to flood.  We know this area we know we have people 

there who are…dust can hurt them.  So those are some concerns that we have as a group. Now 

other concerns that aren’t part of this permit are you know.  Who’s doing this mine?  You know 

the University of Alabama and Drummond Coal and this city area there’s a relationship there 

that we feel like makes an arms length transaction almost impossible.  I question the ethics of 

any transaction there because you would have to be independent and fact and appearance.  So, I 

question that and my group question that.  And the last thing is yes you know there’s going to be 

a hundred and ten jobs created and there will be some auxiliary jobs created with that too. You 

can go to the…. we’ve got the best…the Alabama Developmental Office is the best in the nation.  

They have been for a couple of years. The best in the nation the best people bringing business 

and industry to our state.  You can go to their website and there’s a gentleman and I think its at 

Auburn University in Montgomery Dr. Duravi I think.  I maybe mispronouncing his name but he 

put an economic model and you can go in and use that.  You can put numbers in and it will give 

you the economic impact and yes coal mining in Walker County is one of our best paying jobs. It 

is and we say in that permit and I was raised on a coal miners wage. I’ve got two brothers that 

work with mining operations.  You know this is not against coal mining its about responsibility 

and responsibility to our neighbors and responsibility to our children and just general courteous 
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and courteousness and respect and respectfulness.  Because if you go and look at the numbers 

which I did you can compare coal mining to any other jobs in there.  These are using Walker 

County statistics and you can come up and say if I put in a hundred and ten jobs well what is 

going to do?  And you can run that just like I did and you can put up…what happens if we go 

through with our compressive plan and at these interchanges we’re able to put two small 

divisions of fifty five homes each there and lets put a hundred and ten homes there.  That area 

would definitely support as far as land and space a hundred and ten homes and you look at that 

and there’s not a lot of difference.  Coal mining still wins out a little bit.  It’s a good paying job.  

But that’s over a short-term period.   Once that mine closes, once the reclamation is done then 

we’re back to square one but instead of having sustainable growth and instead of having 

timberland, instead of having undeveloped land that can be developed responsibly we’ve got 

spoiled land that’s been reclaimed and a lot of mining has gone in Walker County.  I think it’s a 

myth to think that coal mine, strip mine land is something that is very desirable by business and 

industry or why did Jasper go down Whitehouse Road to try… they were desperate.  I was on 

that economic development board and they were looking for land to locate a new industrial park, 

which they sorely needed because they’ve got a good man in David Knight up there.  He’s well 

respected but they didn’t have land although all the strip mine land was there it has a stigma to it.  

So, your land is fouled so after the twelve years that this permit is going to be good for or two 

years or three years or what ever it is for this particular section. Then it’s over then you’ve got a 

strip mine land.  If you had an alternative use and you’ve got a billion dollar highway it make 

sense to follow that and look for a long range plan.  And I think I’ve taken about all the time I 

want to take here. I appreciate ya’ll listening but, I do want to know…this is not about that this is 

serious business and we don’t need to be applauding and we don’t need to be doing these things.  
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This is serious we need to be giving this serious consideration.  It’s not about me and its not 

about any of these people that are going to be speaking its not about these people its about all of 

us.  So please be respectful but we ask respectfully that this permit be denied.   Thank you. 

DR. JOHNSON:  Anyone…I’ll let you get up there next okay. 

MR. HUBERT RODRIGUEZ: Thank you Thank you.  My name is Hubert Rodriguez.  

I am a foreign doctor of the United States legally.  More than 50 years.  I live in the bend on a 

slough.  I’ve been living there since 1984.  My address is 414 Pineway Drive, Quinton, Alabama 

Zipcode 35130. I say I have a small house over there since 1984 ten years ago. I been living in 

that house ever since.  The last time they offered me two hundred and fifty thousand.  I go over 

there and fish, take my grandchildren.  I have been practicing pediatrics since 1968 in the 

western part of Jefferson County ACIPCO Bessemer.  Not being able to see what happened with 

the pollution that Alabama Power provide free to us, but the worst polluted place was Jefferson 

Plant and the Gorgas Plant.  They trying to put down signs closed but it still is no good.  Now 

we’re going to have this problem too.  So, respectful I would like to say that I think our presence 

speak able by all the basic data I would like to say that we should oppose we should deny this.  I 

think we need to say this, the University of Alabama, the best institution probably in Alabama, is 

colluding in this facts.  When they interviewed the University of Alabama about this, they say 

“no comment.”  How could it possible that University of Alabama put in a risk so many lives so 

many lively hoods?  This is something we need to inquire we need to break the University of 

Alabama to this fault.  So, I would like to finish No Pollution. Pollution kills.  I have many of 

friends dying of cancer.  I have a good friend his daughter died of Breast Cancer.  His wife died 

of Lung Cancer.  He got Colon Cancer.  He wears partially a bag with a pouch then he developed 

(Unintelligible) cancer  So, we don’t think about those children that are retarded have many 
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minimal brain dysfunction.  They are talking about they cannot learn because the air is subject to 

pollution of our city and our minerals and then we’ll have this risk.  So, I would like to finish no 

pollution, no poisoning, no destruction of our houses with the blasting.  Thank you. 

DR. JOHNSON:  I ‘m going to do this, this way; I’m going to go down this side of the 

room and go row by row and take the people that want to speak.  Then I will move the center and 

then to the other side.  Okay?  Is that acceptable for everybody?  Alright anybody else over here 

on the front row?  Next row?  Sir?  Okay. 

MR. TODD HYCHE:  My name is Todd Hyche and I live on the Shepherd’s Bend.  My 

address is 15 Riverfront Drive, Cordova, Alabama 35550.  I have a Bachelors of Science in 

Material Science and Engineering.  I have five points that I want to bring up from an engineering 

standpoint today.  I’ve submitted it to the commission its in your file I think it would be good if 

you would look at it when you have time.   Probably the number one concern to me since my 

family does live there in this permit application it has a falsified record, which it says “there’s no 

residence that are included in the well head protection zone.”  I have submitted the names of 

thirty-five households in my comments that I have submitted to you and that’s households.  And 

if I was guessing it would somewhere between eighty to a hundred of people, individuals that 

their only source of water is well water.  It’s the only source they do not have city water what so 

ever and these individuals I think deserve to know their ground water is going to be protected.  

Because in this permit application by Shepherd’s Bend it goes on to say that the ground water 

will indeed be moderately impacted.  As an engineer, an engineering community, when we use 

the word moderately our ears perk up a little bit.  Okay, slightly we use that a lot but moderately 

is substantial. So, I think these citizens that live there deserve to know that their water is going to 

be indeed protected from the increase of metallic ions and that other things that with it.   My 
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second point is in this permit application and the hydrology section.  It repeatedly mentions that 

there’s a lack of ground water on the site.  And from a common sense approach one would argue 

that if there was a lack of ground water in this area there is no way in the world it could support 

thirty five households.  Okay.  And another point of interest that I want to bring up is that when 

this hydrology report was conducted and they conducted wells within this area they conducted 

samples from two wells. And any engineer would tell you that in order to have statically relevant 

information you would at least need twenty five data points to get a T distribution and thirty to 

get a normal distribution of how it would affect in this area.  I think the permit has a significant 

lack of statically relevance in the fact that only two wells were tested and according to the 

application, it could not pump any water and after five minutes, it was shut down.  I think that 

the common sense would tell you when you have thirty-five families something’s wrong with 

that data point. My third point is the safety factors for the pond construction in this permit 

application in the permit application it gives a safety factor of 1.5 and you as the professional 

engineer would know about this for the static of the safety factor of 1.5 the dynamic safety factor 

is 1.2 for seismic activity.  It’s my opinion that we should’ve relook at this I don’t believe a 20% 

safety factor for a seismic activity is sufficient.  Because when you go to have an Earthquake 

your …that’s really insignificant to only be protected by 25% or 20% percent.  My fourth point 

that I brought up in my comments that I submitted to the commission was the sediment yield for 

the property.  Which is the sediment runoff that is going to be go from the property into the river.  

The sediment runoff during mining for this is estimated to be twenty-seven tons per acre per year 

while mined.  So if you just run the numbers on the site and which it specifically gives the exact 

number I think its 276 acres mined. And if you run the numbers you’ll come up with that’s 

fifteen million four hundred forty thousand pounds of sediment yield that has the possibility of 
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going into the river.  That equates to one hundred and seventy five in a half coal trucks dumping 

in the river every year.  And on an average that is a half of coal truck per day of sediment yield 

possibly going into the river.  If you quantify this into the national pollutant discharge permit that 

it has for seventeen hundred and seventy three acres.  We take that fifteen million four hundred 

thousand pounds of sediment yield and we increase that to 1.15 billion pounds of sediment yield 

that has a potential of going in the river.  That equates to five hundred and seventy four thousand, 

four hundred and fifty two tons per year.  That is thirteen thousand fifty five trucks per year.  On 

the average for eighty eight thousand pound gross vehicle, weight an average of three trucks per 

day possible sediment yield at the river.  I think I read that in the paper the other day where the 

argument was made that modern mining could not possibly affect sedimentation in the river.  I 

would urge the commission to reconsider the fact to look at the numbers because they’re pretty 

telling.  In the first point with wells, I included the names and addresses of all of the households 

so you as a commission independently inspect that for yourself and find that the findings are true 

and I thank you for your time.  

DR. JOHNSON:  Thank you.  Anybody else in the second row? Third row?  

MR. DARRYL R. JONES:  Good evening my name is Darryl Jones.  I’m with the 

Birmingham Water Works and Birmingham Water Works address is 3600 1st Ave North, 

Birmingham, Alabama 35222.  My home address is 559 Bristol Lane, Birmingham, Alabama 

35226.  My title at the Birmingham Water Works is Assistant General Manager of Operations 

and Technical Services.  I’m an engineer for the Birmingham Water Works as well.  We placed a 

twenty-six page written comments with the commission.  I believe many of read those comments 

we’re just going to make a brief statement here tonight and I am going to read from that 

statement.  The Birmingham Water Works Board (BWWB) is concerned about the short term 
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and long term effects that the Shepherd Bend Mine will have on the water quality in the 

Mulberry Fork.  The Birmingham Water Works Board supplies approximately two hundred 

thousand people with water pumped from this source.  The location of a mine so close to a major 

public water supply intake should be required to implement the most protective measures 

available to protect the water from potentially harmful elements that could adversely impact the 

health of the individuals that drink water from this source.  It is our opinion that Shepherd Bend, 

LLC has failed to adequately assess and mitigate the potentially the negative impacts that their 

operations could have on this major public water supply.  We believe the current permits and 

permit applications do not adequately assess the current conditions of the soils with respect to 

toxic materials.  That it do not require, and have not planned for, adequate monitoring (water 

testing) and protection of surface and ground water changes during the mining operation.  And it 

do not impose contaminant discharge limits appropriate for a river classified as a public water 

supply.  The Birmingham Water Works Board must treat the water from the Mulberry Fork to 

meet regulatory limits for a number of contaminants under regulation of the Safe Drinking Water 

Act; however, under the current permits and plans, these very same contaminants are allowed to 

be discharged to the river with no regulation or monitoring limits.  Show that adequate 

engineering has been completed with regard to sedimentation basin design and Spill Prevention, 

Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) planning.  We believe that the permit do not protect the 

public water supply from the post-mining impacts.  Insufficiently treated mining runoff may 

contain many metals and organics that, if discharged within 800 feet upstream of the Mulberry 

Intake Pump Station, could negatively impact the ability of the Birmingham Water Works to 

provide high quality water to its customers at a reasonable price.  Until Shepherd Bend, LLC, 

and the responsible regulatory agencies, put in place adequate measures to protect the water 
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quality in the Mulberry Fork, the Birmingham Water Works Board must request that no mining 

activities be permitted near the Mulberry Intake Pump Station.   So, that’s our comments and 

we’ve submitted our written statements and we thank the mining commission for the opportunity 

to come before you.   

DR. JOHNSON:  Next row?  Anybody back there?  Anybody else on this side of the 

room?  Yes, sir. 

MR. HOWARD GAMBLE: My name is Moe Gamble.  I live in Nauvoo, Alabama.  My 

address is 55 Myers Road 35578.  Okay.  I am not representing any companies.  I am 

representing the miners I’m a miner.  I worked at the LLC mines and with any luck, I’ll be 

working at the Shepherds Bend, LLC mine.  I want to first tell all of the landowners up and down 

the property that I understand their predicament nobody wants to live next to a coalmine.  Heck, 

nobody wants to live next to an IGA store or a Wal-Mart because of the traffic and what not.  

But I will promise you this that our mines will meet all state and federal regulations.  We will be 

good to our neighbors as we can be.  The water, the dust, we’ll go over all of this but we are 

committed to be good neighbors okay.  Okay one of the things that was brought up was how will 

the operation manager truck traffic in the area?  You know we care about your children.  We got 

children, we got grandchildren, we got wives, mothers, daughters that run up and down the 

roads.  We have looked at the evaluation of construction of separate roads as a permittee right 

now we can’t just go out and say were going to build a new road a separate road.  This has got to 

be approved by the state its first of all got to be approved by the land owners.  So we are trying 

to take care of that if that does happen does not happen we are looking at continuous county road 

monitoring personnel to ensure there is not an accident involved with your children or anybody 

else.  Okay.  It was brought up about the operation about dust from blasting.  At one of the other 
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months, we tried gathering water from sediment basins and before the blast spraying it with 

canopy water and during the blast with water.  I was over there when they shot and I watched the 

canopy, I watched how it worked and it minimized the dust tremendously.   

DR. JOHNSON: Okay listen we’re not going to have any debates back and forth.  Okay.  

You’re going to have to respect the person who’s speaking up there and if we start getting into a 

debate with the crowd I’m going to put a stop to this meeting quickly.   

MR. GAMBLE:  Hey, I am on your side.  For your information, there was two shots that 

day. There was one ten minutes after the other one.  The first one was from a remote water 

canopy there was very little dust coming from it.  The second shot did not have a canopy of 

water over it, yes sir it was dusty.  We can control the dust.  Okay, how would the operation 

provide noise control when they are there?  Our operation would run if we have one from 6 a.m. 

in the morning until 2 a.m. at night Monday through Saturdays.  Sundays will be maintenance 

and there are times that some of our operations we ask for volunteers to work on Sundays to do 

reclamation work.  That may happen but during the night hours when our neighbors are trying to 

sleep we will ask MSHA to waive the back up alarm law that we have to have in our mines to 

operate equipment and put strobe lights on there.  I know been there done that can hear that 

alarm for miles under certain conditions and if we put the strobe lights on there that will 

eliminate some of the problem.  Okay.  How will the operation manage water quality and protect 

the Birmingham Water Works Board Intake?  First of all the permit we applied for that was 

approved by EPA and ADEM on Water Standard Guidelines we meet that.  Okay.  We will 

construct ponds we will reuse the water.  A lot of our sediment basins we will rely on there water 

for these canopies that will suppress the dust.  Okay, for blasting.  We’ll leave natural vegetation 

filtering along the river bank I think well I know there’s a fifty foot buffer zone along the river.  
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Okay.  Birmingham Water Works contends to mine while having an adverse effect on the water 

intake system.  Has this information been reviewed by ADEM and others?  Yes, it has.  Keep in 

mind there was a mine up river of the water intake for five years. Did ya’ll hear any problems 

over that?  Okay.  Birmingham Water Works contends that the coal seams and the spoil in this 

are produce acid drainage.  Has this information been reviewed?  Yes, its been reviewed by 

ADEM and ASMC.  And our permit yes coal is acidic do we put coal in the spoils or run out or 

do we put where we’ll loose it that’s our product that’s how we make our money. We don’t 

through the coal away we don’t put it where it’s going to wash away.  Okay.  Birmingham Water 

Works contends the coal seams and spoils in this area contain high metal contents has this 

information been reviewed?  Yes, it has been from ADEM and others.  I want to tell ya’ll 

something when we where talking about the quality of water its in the river and discharges from 

our mines.  Okay.  At one of the meetings that the river keeper had I went to and I went to and 

I’ve gone to several of them to see if I could answer some questions.  One of the neighbors one 

of the guys that’s got a place down on the river said he seen coal on his dock on the river.  And it 

was hard me to believe this day and age with the laws that we’ve got with the inspectors are 

coming around to the mine all the time that somebody could loss coal from their operation.  So 

what did I do I waited until the next heavy rain when it come a delouse okay.  I started along 

Corridor X every down drain… matter fact I started the drain coming from Jasper that goes down 

the hill the drain that’s on the Cordova side that goes down the hill from the other direction and 

took a water samples.  You know what I found…and I put it in jars and put it in a cooler and did 

all the right things to do with it.  What I found was black stuff it was slimy black stuff.  And I did 

the sampling from there Cordova to the West Jefferson cutoff and the Graysville cutoff. All the 

samples had the same stuff.  I was wondering what in the world is it.  Well sent if off and had it 
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analyzed and its algae.  The algae and I got the samples from the concrete rains and it wasn’t 

from an infected mining area it wasn’t infected from a construction area it wasn’t infected by 

anything.  It was algee that because of the heat and the water sitting there this algae grew.  Well 

when we got a heavy rain this water went down the drains and I am assuming that is what this 

gentleman seen.  I probably don’t know that wasn’t there didn’t see it.  Also, that sample I sent it 

off and had it analyzed to find out what it was because I was scared to death.  Okay.  During that 

sample there were suspended solids in it those solids were not much different than the solids 

from our previous LLC mining discharges.  There were traces of iron in it there were traces of 

aluminum in it.  Now if ya’ll have any doubts about this you don’t have to go on mined property 

just first time it rains while its hot get down there your clear jar check that discharge and you’ll 

see this black slimy stuff.  I’m sure as the temperature cools off it won’t be there.  Okay.  Okay 

water pH over the last four years for our LLC mines has a 7.2 average, which is perfectly neutral.  

Okay.   Will there be any discharges with in 800 feet of the Birmingham Water intake.  No, there 

won’t.  Our closest ASMC pond, which is a discharge pond to the intake, is 4200 feet.  How will 

operations protect well water in the area?  Well within one mile of the permit area, we’ll be 

identified before mining begins.  Premining surveys will be welcome to the homeowners and I 

ask all of you to take that survey and take it seriously.  If you got water there they’ll check out 

what you got if we loose that then we will be a proponent and making sure, you have potable 

water.  I assure you okay.  On wells, I do want to comment to the monitoring wells that have 

been talked about previously.  By our permit, we’ve got to monitor we’ve got to monitor there in 

before the mining starts.  The water in the stratum is got to be monitored for years after we mine 

it.  We check the water prior to mining after we mine through an area we put a new well in that 

vicinity again and that water is monitored.  Okay our people that take water site samples do not 
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play with numbers remember this…the laws we work under are laws that have come from 

congress that ADEM, EPA, ASMC, that the CORPs of Engineers all enforce.  Any time an 

officer of the mine signs a contract or signs a document that’s required of or does concerns or 

water concerns if he falsifies any of that information he can be fined a quarter million dollars, put 

in jail for five years or both.  Okay its very serious.  So, if that water sampler says he didn’t get 

any water in that particular area I assure you he did not.  Okay.  How will operation manage 

blasting controls at the site?  We will contract a certified blasting company they’re regulated by 

ASMC and ATF.  They will utilize the most effect even available the most technology for blast 

designs.  I will say this they blasted for us at the Cain Creek Mine, we had monitors around 

seismographs, we’ll have them in the Shepherd Bend area.   We’ll get the mining permit.  95% 

of all our shots were less than half of what’s allowed by law pertaining to vibration and air blast 

and that’s public record.  Okay.  How will the operation mitigate house damage from blasting?  

There again this falls in the same category as does the …when your in a distance a one mile 

distance of the mine area a representative from the mine or mining company will come around 

and ask if they can do a preblast survey.  If you say no and then months down the road or years 

down the road you say “ oh that mine shot my house all to pieces.”  Well how can we prove that 

we did it if you let them do the preblast survey then they’ve got pictures and they know what 

shape your house was in and if they did do damage why I am sure that you will be compensated 

for.  Okay.  What will well let me ask this…will operator consider assisting with the city water 

system for the Shepherd Bend area?  And there is potential that depending on how much mining 

we do we could pull some water away from a land owner.  Probably not because anywhere else 

I’m sure that they get there water from the river but it is a potential.  Okay.  The company will be 

a proponent of improved water access to the Shepherd Bend area.  Okay.  Will the operation 
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consider the concerns of increased traffic and road conditions in this area?  The company will be 

a proponent of improved roads in the Shepherds Bend area.  Will the operation consider assisting 

with the volunteer fire station operation for this area?  And the company will be a proponent of a 

local volunteer fire department facility.  Okay.  Will the operation consider the impact to the 

local cemetery in the area?  And at some of the meetings I have had family members say their 

concern about ”Well…going to mine through our cemetery” No we are not going to mine 

through your cemetery.  We will help you with maintenance of your cemetery.  After the 

mining’s done, we can work out a deal with the landowner of possibly to give the cemetery 

some…or give the cemetery some more ground.  You know the mines try to help the community 

we don’t go around and brag about it.  But I’m a tell you something the mines help hospitals, 

okay.  They put money in the hospitals, they donate money to churches, we have helped 

cemetery boards and other mining operations.  We have donated money to churches for their 

poor.  Its not to bribe them cause remind them its to help.  Okay.  Will the operations agree to 

hire local areas for the jobs of this mine?  Recent employment records indicate that on an LLC 

mine 68% workers from Walker County.  2.4% comes from Jefferson County, 9.4 % comes from 

Winston County, 1.2 % comes from Blount County, 8.2 % comes from Cullman County, 4.7% 

comes from Fayette and Marian County and Franklin County we’ve got 1.2% employees.  Will 

this operation be in union mine or non-union mine?  The several LLC mines that we’ve had have 

been non-union.  Okay.  We are not for or against union operations that’s up to our employees 

they have the right by law to vote on that.  It will not be a draw down.  Okay.  How does the 

operation predict against unsightly appearances along the riverbank.  There is a fifty-eight buffer 

along the permit area along the river.  What is an estimated economic value of this mine?  Jobs 

and they’ll run a hundred jobs plus or minus a few between the employees the contract 
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employees and the vendors.  There wages will amount to approximately six million dollars a 

year.  The benefits for those same employees will amount to another 4.5 million dollars a year.  

State local and tax benefits for that mine will amount 1.9 million dollars a year.  Federal tax 

benefit will be approximately three million dollars a year.  The state royalty benefit would be 

approximately four million dollars a year.  It was brought about the property about some of the 

property owners are pending and none are on a lease.  That is true.  None of these property 

owners have indicated that their property is not for lease.  Okay.  Why put a coalmine in this 

area?  The power plant requires certain quality coal we use.  There are limited coals of available 

that means these requirements in Walker County these are some of the last available coals that 

those requirements.  Shepherd Bend coals could improve Gorgas and environmental quality 

lower sulfur and high BTUs.  Also Shepherd Bend Coals could reduce Gorgas ash disposal.  

Coal has less ash than average coal seams in this area.  Opponents are reporting that Horse Creek 

had over four hundred water quality violations.  This is on record.  Quinton had seven ADEM 

water samples that slightly exceeded the permit limits and nine that reaches that slightly 

exceeded the average limit during the last five years.  Horse Creek had one ADEM water sample 

that slightly exceeded the water limits and three averages that slightly exceeded the average 

limit.  During the last eighteen months, Cain Creek had zero ADEM water samples that exceeded 

the permit and one averages that slightly exceeded the average permit.  There is one other thing 

that I want to address that I was commented on before and that was about the mine that’s land 

that has been mined and nobody wants a land.  I can tell you there’s a Saint Louis Cardinal 

pitcher that does not pitch any more that bought some acreage and a strip mine outside of 

Freebird, IL.  It’s probably got a hundred acre impoundment on it that was final pit.  He’s got a 

multimillion-dollar home on it.  We can go to a lot of areas where there are mined ground that 
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has been reclaimed, reclaimed properly that can be of a lot of use.  You know as miners we’re 

not against the development in the area.  Its good for everybody we’re all for that.  But I want to 

tell ya’ll one thing no matter what development is put along that river system none of it would be 

monitored as closely as our mining operations.  Thank you!  

DR. JOHNSON:  Darryl could you hold on for just a second.  I have a question that I 

thought of and I didn’t get a chance to ask you.  The Red Star Mine has been in operation for 

about five years.  Has the Birmingham Water Works encounter any problems in treating the 

water since that mine has been in operation.  I am trying to get a feel for problems that you have 

had regarding that.   

MR. JONES: We have four sources of water for our system the Cahaba River, Lake 

Purdy, Inland Lake, and right below the Smith Lake damn up in Sipsy Fork on the Warrior 

River.  And we use the Mulberry Fork and that Mulberry intake went active in 1989.  It is the 

most difficult water that we have to treat because of the river system is… the water quality in the 

river system is a little bit different than the rest of our sources.  Over the last five years, we’ve 

experienced extreme drought in 2007.  When there’s not enough rainfall and dilution to take 

place different things that exist in that river system has a peter.  In 2008, 2009 we’ve had very 

wet years and you have a lot more rain water so, that helps diluted that water system so those 

years you don’t see things as much.  But in 2007, we realized that we had some issues with some 

Bromi that was coming down.  As far as where Arab Alabama that impacted that intake.  And we 

shut that intake down for seven months.  We shut it on November 3, 2006 and we couldn’t use it 

again until May of 2007.  Because with that contaminate as we treat the water add chlorine to the 

water it generated a disinfectant by products that’s regulated by EPA.  We would have exceeded 

those numbers.  So, that’s when we became very concerned with all the activity along that river 
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system because the water quality does change and it does change from one year to the next.  And 

is it all contributed to one particular mine.  But we can say we must be concerned with what’s 

happening along that river so that it doesn’t impact us more adversely than what we can deal 

with right now.     

DR. JOHNSON: Okay then I have one final question.  Your figure of 800 feet from the 

intake to the mine site was based on the original NPDES permit is that correct? 

MR. JONES: That is correct!  And based on that entire seventeen hundred acre site there 

are some portions of it that’s closer than this first segment.   

DR. JOHNSON:  The actual distance and there’s the intake I believe and there’s the 

closest out fall and do you know how far that is? 

MR. JONES:  I do not.  

DR. JOHNSON:  Thank you.  I’m sorry I had to ask those questions they came to my 

mind.  After you sat down.  I apologize for that.   

MR. JONES:  That’s no problem.   

DR. JOHNSON:  Anybody else on that side of the room?  Yes sir.  Yes ma’am.  I can’t 

see very well back there its kind of dark.   

MS. JENNIFER SANDERS:  My name is Jennifer Sanders and I live 5634 8th Court 

South in Birmingham, Alabama 35212.  I am here tonight as a private citizen.  I along with my 

nine-year-old daughter over there are just two of the two hundred thousand people that are 

concerned about this. I know that the discussion who has an interest in this could be here.  I think 

that everything that people are saying tonight is important.  I mean people are saying things that 

are on both ends of the spectrum that it’s real important that we’re all here and we have a chance 

to talk it.  I do think that if this meeting were held or an additional meeting were held a little 
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closer to Birmingham you ‘d probably get a whole lot more of those two hundred thousand 

people to turn out and express the kind of concerns that I have.  Think the things the gentleman 

was just saying in terms the issues on the river and the gentleman that was speaking on behalf of 

the mining was talking it was algae rather than coal that was found on the river but chances are a 

lot of that algae’s coming up from some of that agricultural run off up river.  So when you look 

at the combined effects of what’s going on this river right now.  You get back to what the first 

speaker was talking about in terms of the fragility of the whole system Yeah this areas got an 

opportunity right now to really look forward in how it develops in such a way that preserves its 

ecosystems and it helps not only this immediate area but all of us in central Alabama.  Got 

opportunities there.  I’ve been in folks homes up here working doing home health and all of that 

and I know people want the best for themselves and for the area.  They’ve also got a chance to 

look back towards more resource extractive ways of making a living for a few people but that’s 

not going to sustain over a long term.  So for those of us who live in Birmingham and are 

concerned about our water quality and on going bases, I believe that the company means best 

and they have the best of intentions but I think we can all come up with several pages worth of 

examples where companies have meant the best but bad things have happened.  We don’t even 

have to live very far to come up with some of those situations.  I respect everybody’s opinion, I 

respect that everybody is involved that is trying to do good work and is living up to the best of it 

but I think there are some concerns here that probably can’t be fully addressed.  Thank you. 

DR. JOHNSON:  Anyone else back there…  Yes and please keep it as brief as you can.  

Let me remind you again we’re not counting claps tonight so hold that down.  All you do is slow 

down the speaker and take up more time.  
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MS. JANICE BARRETT:  I’m Janice Barrett.  I live at 635 County Road 118, Tom 

Creek, Alabama 35672 and I also work for a non-profit organization called Wild South.  I have a 

serious addiction to clean water and forest.  So did you hear about the one about the big coal 

company that wanted to put a strip mine across a river from a drinking water intake bowel? Well 

theres no punch line because this only sounds like a bad joke it really is no joke at all.  What it is 

is in sane.  Seriously and dangerously in sane.  What could be more crazy than knowingly pollute 

our own drinking water?  And for what well the economy but some of the poorest states in the 

country including Alabama are being destroyed by the coal industry because its good for the 

economy.  Well after decades of strip mining, those states are still poor.  And their mountains, 

their wells, and their land are just a worn out mess. The only ones getting rich are the coal 

company owners and the politicians they support.  Yet the cancer spread of Alabama’s strip 

mines is allowed to Shepherd Bend.  That’s another chunk of Alabama the Beautiful chewed up 

and spit out.  We cannot allow this to happen.  It is the very nature of strip mining to be 

destructive.  John Muir said “wilderness is a necessity” and with all my heart I believe that’s 

true.  I feel the sacredness in wild places and the sacredness in water.  And there are precious few 

truly wild places left in Alabama.  But there are a lot of really beautiful ones that retain quality of 

the wildness and these are being eaten up by strip mining.  The fall sterile, landscape of 

reclamation where nothing grows but a Wal-Mart for years is no answer to wildness.  No even 

close.  I say shame on the University of Alabama for sacrificing their land and their forest and 

our water to rapacious strip mining.  And shame on ADEM for permitting Drummond Coal 

Company to discharge wastewater into the Mulberry.  The fact that it will be discharged near a 

drinking water intake valve makes it even more crazy.  So on behalf of my organization Wild 

South our members and myself as a water dependent human being I stand strong with the ones 
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who have guts and the sanity to oppose this permit and the purposed mine in general.  And I 

stand with those who support and fight for the preservation of Alabama’s rivers and streams and 

sustainable clean energy and I stand with the people of Cordova who have a dream of building a 

local economy that is based on tact ecosystems and their amazing natural beauty of their home 

land.  Thank you.  

DR. JOHNSON:  Anybody else on this side.  Yes sir.  And the way things are going I 

am going to have to hold down to ten minutes or less. So please be brief as you can and get your 

point across.   

MR. JAMES CHAMNESS: I’m going to try and bring a little bit of humor to this I’m a 

twenty-four year retired coal miner.   

DR. JOHNSON:  Excuse me can you tell me your name please? 

MR. JAMES CHAMNESS:  My name is Jimmy Clampton Chamness.   

DR. JOHNSON:  Thank you. 

MR. CHAMNESS:  I was fortunate enough to work twenty-two years union for Bank 

Head Mining Company.  Between Cordova and Parrish and from what I understand we used to 

use ammonia nitrate, which used would put off a big orange vapor less cloud.  We would put off 

three hundred holes and a hundred and fifty feet deep at the blast.  From what I understand from 

talking with friends, now they don’t use ammonia nitrate anymore they use a slurry.  Which does 

not put off that vapor less gas that we used to breathe.  Which is what’s causing me to choke 

right now while I’m talking.  But its I can understand I live at 763 Scott Road around the Lynn’s 

Park area on the river.  I was thinking this mine was going to be north of the bridge.  I am not an 

opponent but I’m not for this mine.  I just hope that the people that makes this decision make the 

right decision.  Thank you. 
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DR. JOHNSON:  Anybody else?  Yes sir. 

MR. ARCHIE PHILLIPS:  My name is Archie Phillips, 200 52nd Street, Fairfield, 

Alabama.  I was the first original member of the Alabama Surface Mining Commission and I 

was put there by Governor Wallace and subsequently by Governor Fob James.  What happen 

was my dad got old and retired at Lost Creek.  He had him a little farm down there.  In the first 

year he was there, we had gullies and a washing rain came and washed acid water out of the 

mines…out of strip mines killed every fish in the river.  Kind of made me mad so I would get it a 

plane and fly over all these things that was going on in this strip mining and go to the legislature 

every year.  I would take my slide program and my TV show to get some kind of saying the rules 

and regulations on mining.  At that time, the legislature was just about as corrupt as it is now.  

The mining companies own the legislatures and I told Governor Wallace, I said Governor 

Wallace, you’re not listening to the people.  At that time they could leave the highwall, they 

could leave all the mess, no topsoil, no replanting, no nothing, and our rivers and streams of 

Warrior River down there it was just about dead.  All the streams up and down through there 

where just pitiful.  So I told him, I said you are not listening to the people.   At the time the big 

problem other than all the pollution was blasting and there was people Glenn Wood and several 

different places that would go in there and blast what would happen is they would go in there and 

buster foundations and all they couldn’t get insurance and they couldn’t sell because they didn’t 

have insurance.  They received no sympathy for anybody in the mining industry at that time.  So 

through the efforts of the sportsman and the people that were affected we effectuated the 

Alabama Surface Mining law and brought about and I helped write most of the regulations and 

particular the blasting regulations.  So what happens is you could have all the engineers in the 

world tell you that there’s not going to be no mud going to go down in that river.  That water is 
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going to be okay and all that kind of stuff but rest assure watch and stars the little people in this 

state have very little recourse for this sort of thing.  The purpose of the mining reclamation 

commission was to help people solve these problems where they wouldn’t be run over by the 

mining industry.  In many of these cases the mining companies after we got the thirteen 

regulations that was passed that was eliminating the highwall, the acid water, bonding the land 

and all that kind of things.  Then a whole lot of the problems that we had went away.  The 

Warrior River is probably cleaner than its been in a hundred years now.  It’s a very thought of 

putting a mine in front of our drinking water is insane absolutely insane.  Our mining 

commission the one I sat on for eight years would’ve never allowed this permit I can tell you that 

now.  We used to have problems with water improvement commission, it had all kind of money 

business going on down there issuing these permits.  So we had to kind of go around that when 

they wouldn’t do right we just wouldn’t give them a permit. So my sympathy is with you people 

there and my sympathy is with me, I like to drink that water down there in Birmingham and 

here’s the thing about it many of the times strip mines left an area it cost more to reclaim the land 

than they got out of the coal.  Now that’s pure stupidity and so its going to come a time and it 

already is in this country that drinking water and it already costs you more than a gallon of 

gasoline.  Ya’ll know that?  It already does.  Drinking water is the only thing we got that’s really 

survival.  Now we can stay warm with some wood in the fireplace if we don’t need…but we 

need the coal, we need the jobs and all that but the thing about that is it must be put on suitable 

places.  There are places they want to strip mine and there’s absolutely nothing wrong with it.  

You don’t get runoff water you don’t get acid in your streams and it won’t mess up your drinking 

water.  Rest assured one thing the eight years I’ve served there; there were many of person’s 

wells that had the bottom blowed out of them.  Don’t let nobody tell you …they can promise you 
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all the engineering they want too but when they start blasting out there it does effect that ground 

water.  You may have put city water or something like that all of these things ought to be 

considered.  I personally as a former member of this organization here want to ask that you give 

this a very serious consideration.  We were designed to help offset any bad effects that strip 

mining would have on a community that was the purpose of the Surface Mining Commission to 

be put there in the first place.  So congratulate to the group that’s came out here tonight and if I 

was up here and had that problem I would be right here amongst you but it’s the wrong place its 

not that I’m opposed to strip mining this is the wrong place.  Thank you. 

DR. JOHNSON:  Anybody else from the right side.  Okay I’m going to split this right 

down the middle right here, Brandon stand up.  Brandon’s the center everybody that’s on this 

side…talk to me whose up here that needs to speak on the first row?  Okay.  

MR. NELSON BROOKE: I’m Nelson Brooke I’m the Black Warrior River Keeper.  

We’re based in Birmingham, Alabama, 712 37th Street South Birmingham, 35222. Want to thank 

the Surface Mining Commission for giving us this hearing tonight and the opportunity to 

comment.  First off, I just want to say like Mr. Phillips just said this is a really poor site for a 

coalmine permit and I believe that from the bottom of my heart.  As a citizen of the area that 

drinks the water, its what I drink everyday.  I drink a lot of it and I know that the water works 

board works real hard to get it clean.  I know what goes into it and when they say that this mine 

might impact the water quality I’m listening.  Bottle water is not regulated as good as well as 

drinking water is.  So when you have to start turning to bottle water that’s a problem.  While we 

are here tonight talking about a small portion of this mine its important to know that seventeen 

hundred and seventy three acres is the proposed full build out of this mine right next to our 

drinking water intake on the Mulberry Fork.  For those of you who haven’t gotten oriented on it 
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if you’re not from up here if you’re from Birmingham its north west of Birmingham but real 

close to where we are now and upstream.  The Mulberry Folk is a real important source.  This 

mine at full build out proposes to discharge out twenty-nine ponds into the river that’s twenty-

nine waste water pollution discharge points that are permitted to pollute the river and its 

tributaries.  We believe the discharges from this mine are way to close to the drinking water 

supply.  Whether its eight hundred feet, four thousand feet I’m not really sure that matters.  I just 

know that’s way to close.  Shepherd Bend is a large bend in the river right next to the intake and 

the whole thing is slated to be mined. Two hundred thousand people need this water; I mean 

that’s a lot to mess with.  The water works boards comments shine significant light on concerns 

for water quality and what this mine can do to our drinking water supply.  I encourage all of you 

to read those comments if you haven’t you don’t have to be a scientist to see that theres a serious 

threat here.  Those comments are available at the Surface Mining Commission, at your local 

library, and online on the surface mining commission website.  Were talking about not only harm 

to the river water quality in the river but decreased water quality coming into the treatment plant 

from the intake increased water costs and potentially degraded water quality at the tap both in 

taste, color, smell, etc.  Additionally this isn’t just about water supply its about the river.  Theres 

the potential for a real negative impact on other uses such as swimming, fishing, recreation and 

aesthetics as well as quality of life for local residents that go out there to get away from it all.  

It’s a beautiful area I spend a lot of time on the river there.  When that strip mine comes in, I’ve 

watched the other ones start up and finish out.  It changes everything.  The permit application is 

written allows discharges that will violate Alabama water quality standards that’s a problem.  

Shepherd’s Bend own engineer analysis shows that during, its initial phase coming out of the 

four sediment ponds it would be engineered that during a single ten hour, twenty four hour rain 
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event and believe me ya’ll all know what a real Alabama rain is.  Its a lot more rain than that but 

during a the ten hour ten year twenty four hour rain event those four ponds have a potential to 

discharge sixteen hundred tons of sediment into the river and tributaries right there, that’s eighty-

one dump truck loads of sediment.  We believe the permit application is flawed, the mining 

company Shepherd Bend, LLC, listed the Mulberry Fork as having water use classification of 

fish and wildlife.  That’s a use designation that says that the water quality is good enough to 

support fish and wildlife year around.  That’s a less protected designation than exists on the river 

here.  Not only is this for fish and Wildlife but its also designated to support a use for public 

water supply and also let me get this right, swimming, other whole body water contact sports.  So 

clearly the mining company didn’t really seem to be to worried about the fact that two hundred 

thousand people get drinking water from here and that theres plenty of locals and non locals use 

it as a resource for swimming and other uses lots of fishing going on here.  Also one thing that’s 

required in the permit application is that the mining company talk about affiliated mines, other 

mines that are under it where it say sub city areas, purview and their violation history.  Well that 

segment was blank because Shepherd Bend, LLC that’s never had a mine under it purview but its 

connections to Baxter Company and other operators is clear.  Baxter Company you heard the 

gentlemen talk about the search and theres only been a few violations at those mines and I will 

tell you and how we came to the conclusion that we came too.  The Horse Creek Mine is a mine 

that has now been reclaimed and it was up river and around the bend.  Discharge from the Horse 

Creek Mine, which flows into the Mulberry Fork up stream into the drinking water intake.  When 

we fly over the river, I patrol the river by boat and I’ve seen I saw problems from the mine when 

it was operating.  Another mine Quinton Mine down the stream along Burnt Cane Creek, which 

discharges into the river just down stream of the drinking water intake.  Massive mine.  It was 
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operating so horribly that there were hundreds of violations just in two years in ’05 and ’06.  We 

actually filed a notice of intent to sue trying to get them to bring their operations into compliance 

but the department of environmental management swooped in to protect them from our law suite 

and just fined them five thousand dollars.  That’s a slap on the wrist.  When you combine the 

violations at Horse Creek Mine and Quinton Mine and you used the calculations that are used by 

the federal government, which is what we’re looking at the Clean Water Act.  It’s a more 

protective look at how environmental law should be handled in Alabama than you don’t count a 

weekly violation as one violation you count it as seven cause its an average for the week.  When 

you have a monthly violation you don’t count it as one Violation you count it as a violation 

average for the entire month whether it’s twenty eight or thirty-one days.  So when we calculate 

it in that true form look, there were over three hundred and fifty violations from these two mines 

into the river.  We are talking about high amounts of sediment and heavy metals coming in not 

just small exceedances on a few incidents.  We’re talking about serious violations from these 

mines we’ve looked at lots of mines through out the water shed there are ninety five of them. Not 

all of the them shed discharge like that.  Some of them stay in compliance so we believe that this 

operator has a prior history of non-compliance and that has not been addressed in this permit 

application process.  There’s also some other issues with the permit things that weren’t in the 

permit application that are members in other local people have brought to the commissions 

attention that I won’t go over tonight.  Theres also a memorandum of understanding that has 

been put in place between Surface Mining Commission and the other state agency in charge of 

permitting our coalmines in Alabama Department of Environmental Management (ADEM) the 

one that does the waste water permit.  What the memorandum does is it takes away some of the 

clear water act permitting authority from the Department of Environmental Management.  We 
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believe its one of the most important pieces of their permitting purview its called the Pollution 

Abatement Prevention Plan (PAP).  It’s the meat it’s the engineering document that basically 

lays out how a mine is going to keep from harming water quality during its phase of operation.  

Well ADEM’s require to receive that from the mining company review it and make a 

determination as to how to regulate discharges from the mine using that document.  No such 

document was submitted to ADEM and no such document was used in the permitting decision 

yet a permit was issued and we have appealed that.  The memorandum of understanding passes a 

responsibility for dealing with those engineering questions on to the Surface Mining 

Commission.  State agency does not have clean water act permitting authority in Alabama and so 

that is a challenge we have raised in our law suite but the reason why I bring that up here tonight 

is because we think that this state agency while saying they have no responsibility over water 

permitting in the state and water quality they have assumed that through this memorandum of 

understanding.  The public comment period we believe is flawed in the ASMC permitting 

process when the public comment period starts, when its announced that a permit application for 

public review.  The entire permit should be on file at the Surface Mining Commission in Jasper 

and at the local library or what ever designated building.  That’s not the case not all of the 

information is in the files in the beginning of the public comment period.  So say you as an 

interested citizen want to go and become informed and find out if your house is going to be 

affected, your water what ever.  Maybe the documents that you need to see aren’t in there.  How 

are you going to know when its in the file? We think this is a major problem and that the whole 

permit application process is flawed as a result.  I want to ask as the Black Warrior River Keeper 

that this permit be denied.  On behalf of the organization and all the people that we represent up 

and down the river, we think that this is a bad idea and we hope you make the right decision. 
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Thank you.  I have thirty-six comments that were given to us by members and people in the 

Birmingham area who couldn’t be here tonight to deliver it to you.  I have some additional 

comments that we generated that I’m going to give you as well as I got a picture of Shepherd 

Bend that I took from the air and it provides a pretty interesting prospective on the area that is 

being considered for mining.  As well as an aerial photograph of the drinking intake and how 

close it is to the proposed mine site.  Thank you. 

DR. JOHNSON:  Eddie would you please try to keep it to ten minutes please I’m going 

to have to… 

 MR. EDDY HAND:  I am going to keep this real short this is not my show.  Thank ya’ll 

for being here and its good seeing all of the members of the Surface Mining Commission.  

DR. JOHNSON:  For clarification its staff not members.   

MR. HAND: Well staff members… 

DR. JOHNSON: The members are the board members that are not here.   

MR. HAND:  Workers how about that?   

DR. JOHNSON: Thank you.   

MR. HAND:  I am Eddy Hand and I’m a little bit up stream I live on Smith Lake. We’re 

proud to discharge clean water from smith lake we’re proud to be apart of the Warrior River 

system.  We’re proud of Nelson and his work and all of the Cordova people and we support their 

effort in getting this permit denied.  I brought a photograph for some of ya’ll to look at some 

mining operation on…its kind of conducive to the Shepherd Bend.  It’s a bend in the river…I 

don’t know if you can see it well but you can see the bend in the river.  Right here you can look 

at it close afterwards but actually, the bottom of the highwall is below the flow of the river.  Now 

this will impair both the riverbed and the ground water going into the river system.  Also do you 
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see all of this area back here all this area back in there is reclaimed strip mine.  You see how 

much vegetation and how much forest is on that reclaimed strip mine.  Over here is another 

reclaimed strip mine with a lot of vegetation and forest.  My main comment is one about the 

bonds and the bonding system from the Surface Mining Commission.  I’ve dug up a letter here 

from the Alabama Department Industrial Relations dated in 2001.  Apparently the figure of 

twenty five hundred dollars per acre in that time in 2001 there stating that the current cost for 

reclamation is four to five thousand an acre.  So if you back up back those figures out in 

economic factors for reclaiming the true actual cost to reclaiming the economic value of this 

whole project is not as big as you think it is.  Also it has here that at that date there were two 

hundred and ninety forfeited bonds to that date.  That’s a significant amount of people and 

companies that have walked away from their bonding responsibility.  Also I would…as I get into 

all of these things that I get into it actually they are more questions than actual answers.  I ask 

these questions has an economic study been done?  Has the best management practices for rivers, 

creeks, streams and water waves been done? Has an endangered species studies been done?  Has 

a replacement of hunting land to comply with the state statue been done?  Has the ground water 

study been completed on this proposed project?  Also I would like to say that actual this self 

monitoring of monitoring wells and sediment issues by the company and by the lack of staff in 

these permits I feel truly that an independent lab should be hired to do water testing as an outside 

independent agency and actually test for metals in that particular testing.  Also has an emergency 

plan been completed and filed if you have a breech in the damns? The main concern and I think 

all of us can agree with that everybody is hit on and I will refer back to this photo.  We the 

people at Smith Lake are trying to get the water ship protected at Smith Lake and that’s a full 

protection.  You see right here this is the river and this is a hundred feet obviously a hundred feet 
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from the river is not an adequate set back for these types of operations.  Those set backs and 

those things especially in a bend in the river like this, where you got such a…on both sides you 

should have a larger set back than your normal hundred feet.  Now I think the Department of 

Interior is reviewing those set backs now and their stream channeling thing, which would 

actually require these companies to put back the streams or stay off the streams.  I appreciate the 

comments we support Cordova and I hope ya’ll turn the commission turns this permit down to 

protect the drinking water and the Warrior River system.  Thank you. 

DR. JOHNSON: Eddie where did your photo come from? 

MR. HAND:  I shot it from the air in 2000 and what was that date?  December 2009.  Is 

this not Shepherds Bend #1 this is the Sloan Mine and the Locust Fork.  

DR. JOHNSON:  Anyone else on this same row?  Alright the next row? Yes sir. 

MR. DAVID HANSEN:  Good evening.  My name is David Hansen. I’m with the 

Southern Environmental Law Center.  My address of the Southern Environmental Law Center is 

127 Peach Tree Street, Atlanta, Georgia, Suite 605.  We also have an office in Birmingham 

although the people from that office couldn’t be here tonight so I’m here on there behalf.  First of 

all I would like to thank the Surface Mining Commission for having this for giving everyone the 

opportunity to both here locally and giving everybody an opportunity to come and be heard and 

hear from you about what the permit is about and to hear from us and to hear from the citizens 

about what their concerns are where their support is for the permit. I’d like to talk a little bit 

about what your obligation is; the staff of the Surface Mining Commission? What the Surface 

Mining Commissions job is?  What the Surface Mining Commission has to do with relation to 

this permit?  What the law allows the Surface Mining Commission to do with this permit?  Its 

important to understand that the Surface Mining Commissions job is set out in their regulations 
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to determine whether not a permit is appropriate to an area is appropriate for surface mining.  

That’s set out in the regulations and some of the things it recognizes are the historic cultural 

valve of an area.  It also mentions water quality, water supply and those sorts of things.  Clearly 

falling within the ability of the Surface Mining Commission to consider is the presence of 

Birmingham Water Works Boards intake down river from where this mine site is.  This is 

squarely within ASMC regulatory authority and its something that as regulators you must take 

into account when considering this permit.  So the Birmingham Water Works Board has issued 

comments, I’m not going to rehash what the concerns of theres are but I would like to address a 

few of the things that have been said in response.  The first of those is that there is an ADEM 

permit and so its not ASMCs job to get into water quality.  Quite frankly that’s wrong it’s 

directly contrary to the ASMC regulations and its also not really the point here.  The ADEM 

permit does not say that this mine is going to be safe for drinking water.  That is not what a 

national pollution discharge illumination permit says.  That’s not what and NPDES permit says. 

An NPDES permit simply says this is within the bounds of the clean water act and within the 

bounds of use of water shed.  It does not mean that the drinking water intake directly down 

stream is going to be safe and that the water those people are drinking is going to be safe. There 

two separate laws the Clean Water Act and the Safe Drinking Water Act.  There are two separate 

sets of requirements and a NPDES permit does not address the concerns of the Birmingham 

Water Works.  What were the concerns that as regulators you should have given your authority 

under the ASMC regs?  The next thing is with regards to the abatement plan, now that’s a term 

that’s nowhere in the ASMC regulations but you know what it is.  It’s actually contained with an 

ADEMs regulations.  Now in April of 2009, the ASMC agreed to take those regulations from 

ADEM and to implement them themselves in the memorandum of understanding.  Item 21 of 
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that memorandum of understanding specifically states that ASMC would be taking over and 

enforcing all of the pollution and abatement plan regulation that ADEM had.  For that reason 

ADEM never reviewed a pollution abatement plan for this mine.  Never looked at any of the 

regulations, any of the pond designs, any of that to determine whether or not that would be 

compliant with the law, they squarely through it off on your shoulders.  We’ve kind of been 

having a game of hide the ball here in Alabama where as ADEM says ”Oh we have this memo, 

your with ASMC so its their job” consistently ASMC we don’t regulate water quality.  

Somebody has to step up. 

DR. JOHNSON:  Let me respond to that because that’s false.  We have never said that 

we do not regulate water quality.  We do regulate water quality and we enforce all the effluent 

limits that are applying to a mine site.  We write paper on it if they violate so that’s a false 

statement.  We’ve never said that we do not enforce water quality, we do. 

MR. HANSEN: I don’t want to get into an argument over what the email said but in this 

case simply as you said enforcing effluent limits that are in ADEM permits is not enough.  Its not 

all you can do under your regulations you have the ability to do more than that.  Whether not you 

choose to do that but its politically viable or you want to that’s a different story.  Under your 

regulations there is an ability to go further and into say this mine, these engineering plans, they 

don’t have any treatment…they are simply retention theres no treatment of the water anywhere 

in the plans this is simply retention of the water wait it settles and then it flows out.  In creating 

the ADEM permit for example, the Shepherd Bend…required to submit EPA form 2D that form 

does not have any monitoring requirements for things such as Mr. Jones said Bromine, which is 

something that they have recently had a problem with at this Mulberry Fork intake.  That is 

nowhere monitored in any of your any of the documents that Shepherd Bend submitted to ASMC 
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any of the documents that Shepherd Bend submitted to ADEM.  Other things like arsenic, 

aluminum non of those things have been monitored for anywhere on the Shepherd Bend site and 

simply there’s no knowledge of what of whether or not those chemicals are there so there’s a 

great deal of regulatory that ASMC does have that it should choose to use in this case.  

Specifically in this case such an important cultural drinking water intake right next to this 

proposed mine.  So with that I would like to say thank you again for having this and I hope and I 

think a lot of us here hope you really consider what the options are here.  Seriously, look at what 

the impacts of this mine really will be and what you are allowed to do under your regulations.   

DR. JOHNSON: Anybody else on that row?  Okay I will move back to the gentleman in 

the blue shirt right there that raised his hand.  Ya’ll are missing that Jamboree game. 

MR. BILLY WYLIE:  My name is Billy Wylie and I live at 1104 Reeds Ferry Road, 

Cordova.  I am right in the middle of this strip pit area what ever it is there.  I just had a couple of 

comments.  I know that it might not be relevant to some people but it is to me.  One thing I 

wanted to comment on was the gentleman said something about the cemetery.  Well this property 

that I live on I have seventeen acres of it now and it’s been in my family for over a hundred and 

thirty years.  The cemetery that they were talking about I’m one of the care takers of the 

cemetery and my father, father-in-law, my grandpa, grandmother, my great great-grandparents 

all go back up to my great great-grandparents are in there so its kind of a cultural thing to me 

because my families been there for so long.  I know that really doesn’t t have any relevance over 

it but that’s one of the things.  Where I was growing up with my grandfather taking care of the 

cemetery we always thought it was on the University of Alabama.  I started doing a little bit of 

research on it as I got older, because we were trying to figure out exactly how much property 

was with it and come to find out somewhere down the line the university swap some property  I 
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think with Alawest.  So I called Alawest and they don’t even know there’s a cemetery on this 

property.  He just bought it and didn’t even know it was there.  He said what’s there two or three 

graves? and I said Naw, there’s over a hundred graves and a lot of them are unmarked.  That’s 

just one thing and another thing we’ re talking about all the people that live below me that are on 

wells that the city or public water ends at my house.  Some of these people live almost two miles 

below me.  Well the water line is so small we can’t even get a fire hydrant put at our house, the 

nearest fire hydrant is like four miles away.  So if they are talking about brining city water in 

they are going to have to rerun a line for a long way to get to these people, that’s another thing.  

Back in I guess it was in the ‘70’s we have wells on our property that’s four hundred I mean 

seven hundred and four foot deep.  I live up on the ridge they had a strip mine it was about a 

little small one they had a big drag mine doing it and it was about probably two in half miles 

from my house.  Well we had problems out of our well the pump was in the well and it kept 

caving in on it messing it up and we finally got city water but that’s another thing.  Every body 

needs to be that live there need to be concerned about their water and we’re concerned about the 

traffic.  The road we live on its one lane, you can’t even pass a car on it.  I’m telling you.  Where 

it goes through my property is almost eight hundred foot.  Its one lane, there’s like six foot high 

banks on each side of the road its been there for over a hundred years.  There’s just a lot of 

questions we have that’s about the safety, and we already on the Gorgas road going to work.  I 

love the Corridor X and I work in Birmingham and it cuts some time off but a friend of mine 

came to see me the other day almost got run over by the coal trucks that’s already running on this 

thing right now.  When you start getting into these country communities on off this land road, we 

just have a lot of questions.  I know they brought up my whole family lives in this and we got 

about thirty two acres and some more of my kin folks I think about four have about a quarter 
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mile from me.  My property joins on with my aunt and they claiming that they’ve talked to her 

about leasing her property.  My sisters’ joins own to my aunts and nobody’s said anything to us.  

So we just got a lot of questions and nobody’s answering.  All at once, they talking about they’re 

fixing to get this permit and start.  Somebody needs to be telling us something.  We appreciate 

ya’ll and thank you and I don’t want to keep a lot of time.   

DR. JOHNSON:  Thank you.  

MR. GERALD HYNCH: I’m Gerald Hynch, 2040 Underwood Farry Road. Right at the 

Fork Reed, Cordova, Alabama 35550.  I just got about two or three comments here and maybe 

I’ll quit. I will let you know.  I’m a Jesus man and I hope everybody here is, especially ya’ll.  

Cause if I was working in your job I don’t think I could stay. Ya’ll got a bad job I can tell you 

that right now.  I wouldn’t dare give somebody a permit and I hope ya’ll won’t either to tear 

somebody’s house.  I think I would have to quit because Jesus says you suppose to love your 

brother and your neighbor.  We are going to have to love one another if we go to heaven and if 

ya’ll going to heaven you going to have to put up with me and I’m a low down rascal and I’m 

going to tell you.  The first thing is that it proposes two hundred and eighty six acres.  I hope 

that’s not a prerequisite for the university to think well if they started up here, we’ll get it.  Please 

don’t let hat happen.   Cause that’s not good to let them in to start with because they always want 

a little bit more.  Our property value is…listen my house is two hundred foot from the University 

of Alabama’s line and I know what its going to do cause that mines just closed over cross the 

river over there.  It’s a little over a mile away mile and a quarter maybe.  I’ve got severe damage 

but the lawyer says you to far away well what’s it going to do two hundred foot away from my 

house.  Now I would hate for ya’ll house to be tore up.  I really would and anybody else in here.  

I don’t want to see anybody’s house to be torn up, but that’s something ya’ll need to think about 
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because it’s a bad situation.  All these things that everybody’s said I don’t think I’ve heard 

anybody lie somebody stretched the truth time or two but I’m not going to call any names. I 

would like to invite you people to come down, you can come three at once four or five  we’ve 

got enough boats to carry all of you if you would just come. I want to show you what the results 

really are and we’ve been going with TV people on the river and showing them, its real.  That’s 

the reason I would like to invite ya’ll to come before you make that decision and take a boat ride 

with us and let me tell you and show you what’s going on down there.  We can prove our point if 

you’ll just do that and I will beg you to do that because its important.  Its important to us because 

my house value is already gone.  If I wanted to just mention of that strip pit would kill that 

property.  You can’t even sell property down there now.  You can’t sell a house with any value 

and the insurance company says mine is like a hundred and thirty seven thousand dollars.  That’s 

what I would have pay insurance on but I couldn’t get it.  Now it would be less than half of that 

if I could sell it or I probably couldn’t sell it. That’s something ya’ll need to think about.  Now 

like I said everything that’s been said is pretty much true but nobody has touched the bottom line 

of this and I’m going to say it the bottom line is Alabama football.  The university’s gotta have 

that coal strip to pay for that high priced football they’ve got going on down there and its not 

right and GOD don’t appreciate it GOD don’t like his river tore up.  Thank you.  

DR. JOHNSON: Thank you. 

MR. BILL LOLLAR:  My name is Bill Lollar 898 Big Hollow Road.  I’m a resident 

down there in Shepherds Bend that’s Cordova, Alabama 35550.  Thank you for being here and 

thank you for taking our comments and taking time.  There’s been a lot going on a lot of peoples 

talked.  I am a resident I know what’s going on you know the sediment the silt its real.  Okay 

I’ve lived in that area my whole life.  Where I live presently since 1987.  I recently…my slough 
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entrance at my home was eight feet deep and now its three feet.  To be honest with you I don’t 

know how and I know were not here to talk about other mines but I don’t know how the Red Star 

Mine got away with all the discharge.  What I would like to see is the Corp and I know its not on 

your control but we got to get some sounding done on the main channels of the river.  The rivers 

filling in all the sedimentation whether it be algae or what ever it is but it looks like coal fines to 

me and to give you a little bit of back ground I’ve worked in power generations for thirty two 

years.  I know what coal is and I know what coal fines are and I’ve dealt with it all of my life.  

Year before last during the floods I had eight inches of measured sediment in my front yard that 

we had to do something with and there was coal fines in it.  All right, the point being I think the 

permit needs to be denied I also think the permit process is flawed.  The reason I say that I had 

contacted the Corp through the proper channels to build a dock at my residence.  I live adjacent 

to Shepherd Bend.  I wanted to put in a bulkhead, I wanted to put in a pier boat dock well the 

email I have a copy here and I will leave it with you from KCE Horn.  He’s from Birmingham 

division.  It says for me to build this pier now this is what I’ve got to do.  It says“ The Corp of 

Engineers must ensure that projects authorized by Department of the Army permit pursuant to 

section 10 of the rivers and harbors act and section 404 of the clean water act also comply with 

the provisions of the endangered species act and national historic preservation act.  Specifically 

after reviewing our ESA database, which is Endangered Species it was determined that species 

are known to occur near your property.  What I’m saying is the mining operations have not 

thoroughly researched the endangered species for this area.  If I have to go through all of this just 

to build a pier why does coal companies not have to go through all of this to put in a coal mine.  

The economic value of coal is understood.  I told you I worked in power generations I know that 

coal is viable product that’s not the argument.  Argument like Mr. Phillips said this is not the 
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right place for a coalmine and it will never be.  Ten years from now, that’s no need…in my 

opinion to try these permits again because it will never be the right place on the side of a river 

bank like this but I appreciate the time and thank you.   

 DR. JOHNSON: What’s in the box? 

 MR. LOLLAR:  For the people that don’t know there’s eleven hundred and twenty five 

written comments in this cardboard box and one of the things that ya’ll have said this public time 

was for was for people that was adversely affected by this mine.  Well there’s eleven hundred 

and twenty five of them that think that they are adversely affected by this mine.    

 DR. JOHNSON:  Okay I am still on this side of the room.  I think I moved about five 

rows back and I see somebody on…in the red shirt.  Please. 

 MR. ALAN PARIS: Hello everyone.  Thank you for the commission and everyone 

whose come out tonight for being here.  Thanks for Bevill Community College for putting us on.  

I think we should all be very proud of the democratic process that we’re taking part in.  

Enlighten of everything that has happened in the Gulf over the last past summer I’m sure we’re 

all here tonight because we’re hoping that there is real substance to our democracy still today.  

I’ll get to that. 

 DR. JOHNSON:  Could you…I’m sorry to interrupt you but could you tell us your 

name? 

 MR. PARIS:  My name is Allen Paris and I live at 3539 Mary Taylor Road, Apt 510, 

Birmingham, Alabama 35235.  I drove a long way tonight to be here because I’m very 

concerned. I’m going to make two short points.  I’m going to get right to it.  The first point is 

that if we heard about a man that came along the river that close to the water intake spout he 

dumped arsenic, lead, and mercury into the water we’d probably try him as a terrorist.     
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Wouldn’t we?  The recent Birmingham News article said that tests have found the coal in this 

particular site contains a high level unusually high level of those particular elements for coal.  So 

this coal is more dangerous than your average coal according to what the Birmingham News 

said.  Now I don’t know how many of you are familiar with New York City but it has a 

watershed in up state New York that is protected by some of the most stringent environmental 

laws that has ever been imposed by the United States for water. Its been that way for hundreds of 

years that’s one of the reasons New York City has some of the best water in the country. Now 

why does New York City deserve better water than we have here in Birmingham?  Also in up 

state New York there is this bridge that happens to cross the stream that feeds into that 

watershed.  After 9/11 that bridge was closed because they were concerned that a terrorist might 

come along and dump poisons into the water for New York City.  Why does New York City 

deserve better than we have?  That’s what I want to know.  Now the last point I want to make is 

that I am originally from Calhoun County, Alabama and its been profiled on a nightly news 

program as one of the most polluted counties in America.  I can tell you as seen it first hand 

growing up you don’t want to be in one of the most polluted counties in America.  The economy 

dies, companies do not want to locate there no matter how many tax insensitive you give them.   

If we do this ten, fifteen years down the road we are going to be back here talking about lawsuits 

talking about how the economy is collapsing.  Birmingham has enough problems already.  Do 

we really need to compound it by polluting our water system raising our water rates?  Don’t we 

already have a sewer system with problems?  How many companies are going to want to locate 

to a city that doesn’t respect its citizens enough that they don’t pollute the water system right 

across from the water intake.  I mean that’s so stupid.  Please deny this permit.  Thank you very 

much.     
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DR. JOHNSON:  The gentleman with his hand up in the middle there.  You got your 

hand up first I’m going to take you.  Yeah you.  Alright then.  For the record, this is not the 

gentleman that I was pointing too.  Your okay I was just….  (Crowd laughs). 

 MS. SHERRI JOHNSON:  My name is Sherri Johnson.  I live at 173 Tugboat Lane, 

Quinton, Alabama.  I am approximately 8 tenths of mile from the Cherokee Mining picture 

showing you have in the middle.  We’ve touched on a lot of subjects how don’t nobody wants to 

live next to a Wal-mart.  I prefer to live next to a Wal-mart than living next that mines.  The 

roads were in better condition, the noises a lot less.  You touched on the trucking on the roads 

and how they’re going to be very safe and well I’ve almost been hit twice in the last two years by 

coal trucks.  One time I had a piece of coal come off and hit the front of my vehicle.  So I 

reported to Dora but nothing seems to be done about it. Our roads are not one lane we’re talking 

about burn wall road.  We’ve also touched on the dust, how the dust is to a minimum.  We’ll I’m 

8 tenths of a mile from this mine and every morning I come out and there’s a gray haze that you 

can’t even see through over your windshield.  So maybe your area would be a little bit less than 

ours.  We’ve talked about the noise, how they are going to keep the noise down.  You know we 

were all promised this to our neighborhood.  Can you imagine until 2 o’clock in the morning 

eeeerrrr, beep beep, beep, and it comes right through your walls.  If you got kids and you can’t 

sleep you still got to get those kids up to go to school.  We talked about mitigation on home 

damage.  Well lets talk about mitigation because nobodies willing to talk to me about mitigation. 

I’ve got two broken trusses up in the attic, I’ve got numerous cracked sheet rock, I’ve got crown 

molding down the hall with finishing nails coming out of about this much (She holds up her hand 

and measures from her in index finger to her thumb.  I’ve got cracked numerous in my 

foundation.  One end when it rains really hard there’s a river running under my house as of this 
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past winter I have mold and mildew under my home.  Nobody’s talking to me about mitigation.  

Unless you want to count that twenty five hundred dollar offer, they offered my attorney.  Which 

he would get forty percent of it?  Well I have estimates on my foundation we’re talking about ten 

thousand dollars just to get that repaired.  So you want talk mitigation lets talk mitigation on our 

homes down there.  I hope your areas going to do better than ours.  I’m to the east-southeast 

Cherokee Mining.  I feel like we are going to be getting blasting off of your mines too. We had 

Corridor X come through they gave us a little shaking not to bad.  We had the mines come 

through I can play the tapes of my house rattling.  I would like to submit (a photo)…this is just 

one of my broken trusses in the attic.  These were taken yesterday.  This is just mold on one of 

my joists under my house.   So in conclusion our neighborhood would like to ask that you deny 

this permit. Because our homes have had all they can take down there.  Thank you. 

 DR. JOHNSON:  Thank you.  This is the gentleman that I was referring too. 

 MR. RICK WILLIAMS: I took that as a compliment.  Good evening.  I feel like the 

preverbal fish in the barrel tonight.  As I stand before you tonight as a coal minor.  I stand as 

third generation coal miner.  You can say I don’t have any thing to do with this; I don’t have a 

dog in this hunt.  My name is Rick Williams County Road 77 Arley, Alabama 35541.  I live on 

Butler Branch Smith Lake.  I can understand the concern that you have for your river and as I’ve 

seen it happen tonight as the gentleman before me spoke if maybe some of you as you heard me 

say that I was a coal miner might not hear another word I say.  What I challenge you tonight is I 

think misrepresentation and alteration of facts is one of the greatest evils we have this day in 

time.  I feel like there is no such thing as fact anymore only data being manipulated back and 

forth.  Thank you.  This is nothing for applause and citizens around Shepherds Bend I understand 

your concern when I was child Taylor Coal Mining stripped right across the slough from me and 
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Archie, you mounted a fish for me when I was like six years old but I still got it and when I seen 

you I told my dad that’s Archie Phillips.  You know I can remember as a child strip mining was 

right across the lake from us. I had concerns as a kid…we fished the lake   I still have  a 

residence on the lake now. What I challenge you tonight instead of us opposing one to the other 

because agendas are also very dangerous.  I’ve heard University of Alabama, Drummond Coal, 

all these other things mentioned tonight.  I think we need to understand there are innocent men 

and women who depend upon the coal industry to make a living.  Friend I’ll tell you we must be 

more dependent on coal at best we have eight hundred years of feasibly extractable coal in the 

United States.  Mr. Palmer the Middle East has eighty years worth of oil at best.  So I understand 

your concerns for the mining in the Shepherds Bend area I also feel that somewhat you may 

chase me out of here also.  I worked at the Quinton Mine.  I work for the B. E. K for the 

company that was over there.  There has been manipulation there to where there was four 

hundred violations since that mine shut down.  I think record will show the actual amount of 

ADEM citations that mine has had since.  Horse Creek also, Cane Creek one violation and R we 

just completed on the other side of Jasper with zero.  So there is definitely a legacy of coalmine 

that I know some of you are very, very bitter against but I challenge you tonight do not hold this 

generation of coal miners accountable for crimes committed thirty years ago against you.  There 

was very little of any regulation, Coal Company basically done, as they wanted.  I can 

understand the bitterness that some have toward the coal industry.  Tonight what I want to 

reintegrate to you is the purposed intake of side the mine maybe I can address those.  The 

commission though you can answer these the actual distance from the mine discharge to the 

Birmingham Water Works Intake does anybody have that number?   

 DR. JOHNSON:  It’s a little over four thousand feet. 
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 MR. WILLIAMS:  Forty two hundred feet.  Not the eight hundred that is being waved 

around like a flag.  Someone said that doesn’t really matter.  Friend the greater the distance 

between the intake and the discharge you’ll find a less amount of sediments.  The twenty-seven 

tons worth of sediment that this mine will produce there are sediment ponds in place.  This 

sediment will not be running into your river directly.  The more we oppose one another the worst 

this is going to be.  We could work hand in hand with the coal industry.  Please let the coal 

industry work hand in hand with you.  There’s such a bitter taste for the coal industry the 

Birmingham Water Works Board actually tested for thirty-six metals from Red Star thirty-six 

metals from Black Warrior how many of those metals were found?  Commission?  Seven metals 

were found.  Five that occurred in tap water, two that occurred in drinking water, and there was 

not a first metal that was found that did not actually occur in your river.  So please I challenge 

you tonight as some think that this has been portrayed as a David and Goliath.  The coal is 

industry is more as Goliath.  There are some seventy million here sixty to seventy minutes is 

going to impact.  So as this is a David vs. Goliath type of scenario, understand there are men and 

women that this is going to affect on the other side.  So I ask you tonight is please as this process 

goes on I want to thank the commission for having us and letting us speak as the fish in the barrel 

I had to come and speak my peace and I am affected by this.  I would like to ask all of those that 

are involved let temperance, let patience let these things work continue voicing your opinions.  

Silence has gotten this country where we’re at now.  So the more we keep quiet the more big 

business will come along.  I would like to say this tonight I am blood bought, born again Christ 

man myself.  The love of Christ would take us as farther than coal ever will, amen.  Have a 

goodnight thank you for hearing me tonight as I said some may not even want a seen me or heard 

my voice that I had told you here tonight but I do appreciate your ear.  Thank you commission.  
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 DR. JOHNSON:  I got one more in the back here on that side then I’ll switch to this 

side.  Did you want to speak back there?  Oh, ok.   

 MS. SARA ADELAIDE ABELE: Hi ya’ll.  Thought we’d would mix it up a little in 

generation wise.  Speak from a student prospective.  My name is Adelaide Abele; I go to the 

University of Alabama at Birmingham.  I live at 1514 14th Street South, Birmingham, Alabama 

35205.   

 MS. MALLORY FLOWERS:  My name is Mallory Flowers.  I am a student at the 

University of Alabama and I live in the dorms.  I don’t know if you need like… 

 MS.  ADELAIDE ABLE: We’ve got a few more students back there with us if ya’ll 

want to stand up and wave to everyone.  We are part of something called The Coalition of 

Alabama for Students Environment (CASE).  Which is that’s in a state our universities are a part 

of it.  Regionally that’s apart of the Southern Energy Network that is based out of Atlanta.  

Nationally that is apart of a partnership of the Energy Action Coalition.  Also that is the Sierra 

Student Coalition, which I work actively with, and that is part of the Sierra Club which I’m sure 

you all know very well.  So we are representing a lot of different I guess organizations and 

groups of people locally and nationally.  That are working with the youth voice.  So I guess 

basically all we really wanted to say was just that we believe we need to move beyond some 

short term solutions. Making decisions that moves us towards a clean just and sustainable future 

for all people.  We’re not here to fight to say one should win and everyone else looses their jobs.  

It needs to be more holistic than that.  We need to build all people up with a cleaner future 

because this is just not going to last.  So, I think Mallory had something she wanted to say.   

 MS. FLOWERS:  We’re here to let everyone know that we support the public against 

the strip mine.  We want you to know that we will do everything in our power and our resources 
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to pressure and hopefully prevent the University of Alabama from leasing this land.  We want 

you to know we have a lot of Crimson Pride at the University of Alabama and that is not 

something that we want to see traded in for a strip mine.  We request this permit is denied and 

we hope you that providing a reasonable and sustainable energy alternatives to this area we can 

provide for the same jobs that would other wise be provided through a coal mine in this area.  

We can all work together and find common ground on this issue and provide for our future 

today.   

 MS.  ADELAIDE ABLE:  Something I forgot to say was that we felt called to speak 

because we are the generation that is going to inherit these issues strip land compromised 

drinking water, ground level Ozone, a failing economy and also environmental justice issues.  

Look at Perry County, look at the TBA Spill.  This mine is just going to perpetuate those issues.   

 MS. KAREN C. PALMER: Hello my name is Karen Cordell Palmer.  My address is 67 

Cherokee Hills, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35404.  I’m an elementary school teacher certified in the 

state of Alabama to teach children in grades 1-6.  With most of my experience with teaching 

First and Second graders or six and seven year olds.  I am required to follow the Alabama Course 

of Study issued by the Alabama State Department of Education.. The Alabama Course of Study 

states these objectives for second graders, identify positive and negative ways people affect the 

environment?  Then the course of study gives examples for teachers to use and these are the 

examples listed: polluting water, throwing trash on roadways, and causing erosion.  I am 

required by law to teach this to children.  I like that part of my job because I believe it is 

important for children to learn this.  My next point is per the Administrative Code of the 

Alabama Surface Mining Commission the agency prohibits coal mining on those lands or areas 

where operations could result in significant damage to a aesthetic values, or natural systems.  In 
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simple terms as I would use with six and seven year olds if the Alabama Surface Mining 

Commission grants a permit for strip mining they are disrespecting and disobeying their own 

administrative code.  The Director of the Alabama Surface Mining Commission stated to the 

Birmingham News that we don’t like to have to deny permits but if one deserves to be denied, 

we will do it.  My question is this why doesn’t the ASMC like to deny permits and does that 

mean that you do like to grant them.  You have a code to follow to determine if a permit should 

be granted or denied, so whether you like to deny permits or not should not enter into the thought 

process.  If this permit is granted, I think a six or seven year old would ask the questions why 

you didn’t follow your own code and do you have personal interest in this operation.  I formally 

request that a surface mining permit be denied.   

 MR. HOLLAND WAKEFIELD:  Hi my name is Holland Wakefield.  I live on 3221 

Thomas Avenue, Montgomery, Alabama 36616.  I came with the other students from the 

University of Alabama.  This is the most people I have ever spoken in front of in my life.  One 

thing that we learned in school is that it is very important to study history.  Over the last several 

decades hundreds…over a great many decades throughout West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee 

as economies have relied more and more on the support of coal for their economy.  The 

economies have slowly died out as the coal was slowly run out.  One thing that I can absolutely 

guarantee will happen to you if you let economy rely to much on coal the economy here will also 

die out.  The people will have to move not all of you will be able to find jobs here in the long 

run.  Yes this will support they say a hundred and ten jobs, a hundred plus or minus jobs here 

that will last what ten, twenty, or thirty years.  Then the coal will be exhausted and future 

generations will have to move.  If you want your children, your grandchildren, your great 

grandchildren to grow up in the same pace that you did to go to the same schools you did, to fish 
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in the same river that you did, and to go to the same church you did then I formally request that 

this be denied.    

 DR. JOHNSON:  Sorry he already had his hand up back there and I thought he was not 

going to come up but that’s why I …. 

 MR. ROBERT SHATLUCK: I’m Robert Shatluck, 3812 Spring Valley Circle, 

Birmingham, Alabama 35223.  I am one of the Birmingham people.  The first I heard of this was 

the Birmingham News article Sunday.  I do not know to what standard you think.  Residents of 

Birmingham have had an adequate opportunity to put in comments.  I would like to request the 

commission if there is any way to extend the comment period for a week, two weeks.  Tomorrow 

I will get in contact the Warrior River people and perhaps the Birmingham Water Works person 

to get their views as to whether Birmingham residents have had sufficient opportunity to register 

their views and I myself personally will try to generate some emails from friends and others.   

 DR. JOHNSON:  Anybody else on this side.  Yes sir. 

 MR. CARL THOMPSON:  Can I borrow your I T man for a minute?  

 DR. JOHNSON:  Well what you going to do with him?  

 MR. THOMPSON:  I just need…could you bring back up the permit map that actually 

shows the bend in the river?  See the bend comes down right here.  Oh, by the way my name is 

Carl Thompson.  I live at 304 River Chase Rd., Cordova, Alabama 35550.  If you could go down 

on this map to the very tip as far down as you can go to where that bend is I am as deep in the 

bend as you can get.  We’ve been there now for little over twelve years.  Built a house down 

there.  Pretty much the same type of land that is proposed for stripping now.  It was just a river 

bank timber land farm land but now its my home. When we first moved down there it took us 

three months to get power.  Then a few more people moved in so we got power down there.  
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Then it took a year to get a phone down there.  So we building our house living in campers, 

while we building our house, we got a phone after a year because more people move in.  A few 

more people moved in oh at this time this was a logging road coming down to the house.  Billy 

was talking about where the road comes through his property, at that point is where the county 

road ends.  My house is approximately by the road four in a half miles past Billy.  So it was 

logging road just to get back down to that house.  So we’ve gone through that period of time.  

Finally got a few more people to move in down there.  Build a few more houses, so the county 

has come down now supposedly took over the road and is keeping it up.  Now we have a one 

lane paved road.  Oh and my mailbox was at Billy’s front yard for that first three years.  They 

finally moved the road down to Big and County Road we’ve got a one lane road that comes 

down there now and it comes with in a mile in a half of my house.  That’s how far my mailbox is 

from my house now a mile in a half.  Then I have to myself and a few folks sitting on the other 

side of Billy we have to keep up the road for the other mile in a half down there.  So I guess if 

you would look at it from this day and point we would have to drive through the pit to get to our 

house once the mining starts.  By the way, we do have well water and we cannot get city water.  

That improvement has not come to our properties yet.   So as I said and there are a couple of 

other houses down there and these are not shacks by any means.  My house is not a mansion by 

any means but it is on four acres of land, it is a twenty-eight hundred square foot house.  With 

nineteen hundred square feet of porch, two story, two-car garage as nice as any home I’ve ever 

owned.  It’s insured for a little over four hundred thousand dollars.  There are some other people 

here that have homes that are about the same as mine that are in approximately the same 

location.  Now to say that we will not be adversely affected by this mine is ludicrous.  Also, 

while we are on the subject of the bend of the river there, this past year when we had the floods I 
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also had…where it came up onto my bank I had approximately twelve inches of silt on the bank 

for about fifteen feet.  That had to be moved off.  It killed all the sod that we had placed out there 

but you know nobody’s replaced that for me.  The slough that comes up beside my house when 

we moved there twelve years ago…had access to that slough.  I have a little over eleven hundred 

feet of water frontage on that slough that I can no longer use, because I can’t get a boat in there.  

I can’t build a pier, can’t build a boathouse there, the front of its stopped up.  I had dreams of 

eventually people building houses and building subdivisions in this area to develop it so 

eventually my property would become worth more.  I would be able to retire there and now 

that’s all going away.  It’s because of the mine and you know I’m not against the coal mine.  My 

brother in law we’ve talked about the coalmine on the other side of the river.  There used to be a 

flat top mine on the other side of the river there just next to Quinton.  Matter fact my brother in 

laws name was Quinton and he was killed in that mine about twenty years ago but you know its 

just not the right place for a mine.  There are other things that this property could use for. You 

know its already being started…there are already houses being build up there over the last twelve 

years, I have seen the community start to grow.  I have seen you know more people coming 

in…its just like you‘ve dreamed for this for all of these years you’ve worked hard and then all of 

a sudden its coming through and its being swept away.  I understand about reclamation and I 

understand how its done, I understand how long it takes before this property can be restored back 

the condition it the condition it could be used for residential property.  That will not happen in 

my lifetime, I’m 59 years old.  You know the average life span I got twenty years maybe less it 

won’t be reclaimed in that length of time.  So all of that’s just gone, there is a lot of negatives 

about this.   
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You know the other thing is we talked about the wells and things like that.  That there be no 

wells down there or no property.  There are in that neighbor hood at least thirty families with 

wells.  You know to say the least we have to have a way of getting in out of our property.  I think 

we deserve that.  I spent a lot of money down there, I spent a lot of money in Walker County, 

pay a lot of taxes but you know I oppose the mine and I just wanted to make it public.  I do 

appreciate your time; ya’ll have a nice evening. 

 DR. JOHNSON:  I really do want to thank all of you people on the front row for helping 

me police that cord.  If it wasn’t for you, I will forget about it too.  How many people do we have 

left that wants to talk?  Okay, we are approaching 9:10 p.m. and I’m going to end this at 9:30 

p.m. so please be brief.  I am starting with you back here on the end.  Looks like we have about 

four or five people left.  

 MS. RACHEL ROWELL:  My name is Rachel Rowell and that man that just spoke is 

my neighbor.  We, my husband is going to say something about this I’m not going to say 

anything mainly except about the wells.  We did come here in 2003, built a house, moved in 

2007, we didn’t know anything about the mines because we are from Birmingham.  You know 

hind sites you know we can’t do anything about we’re here and we will be retiring here and we’ll 

have to live here.  The main concern that has been mentioned to me here that I’m going to talk 

about is the wells and the people that are all people.  That are full time people we’re not talking 

just part time people come down here on the weekend stuff, but one of the concern to me the 

gentleman that first spoke that was a miner that talked about within a mile.  Well I spoke to a 

hydrologist I think at your area (referring to ASMC).  She said a half a mile generally; well it 

doesn’t matter really where it least two miles whatever or two in a half miles from there.  The 

Star Mine that just closed the Red Star Mine is just above us; we’re down in the bottom end 
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down there.  Its across from the river and its above us and we have our house shaking.  I was 

standing in my kitchen and I had a big mirror an antique mirror that came out from the wall and I 

am not lying to you it was at least two in a half inches and hit a candelabra three times from a 

blast from over there.  We’re how far from there and even further okay.  Nobody’s come to my 

house and ask me about putting us on the list.  Cause we want all that stuff.  We want our mines; 

we want our wells checked we want our house checked we want all of that stuff.  The 

hydrologist said to me on the phone that they could extend that.  She gave a half a mile she said 

they could extend that to five miles.  Well do we request that if it does go through we hope that it 

doesn’t we are included in that.  Five miles but we’re only two in a half because from the Red 

Star Mine we’ve had all of this happen.  I’ve had crown molding in my house to split open two 

inches you know brand new house.  So the monitoring of the ground water also is important and 

I know Todd address this in the beginning Todd Hyche.  You know they said quarterly in the 

permit and there’s like I think it’s four or eight…four above and four below ground I’m not sure 

how that works.  We request that if it was granted that they would do that more often because we 

do depend on our wells.  We have no access again to city water at all.  If our well runs out, I 

mean we got to have water to shower water to drink to cook with.  We really ask that you please, 

please consider that very strongly because all these people are affected, we may be further down 

but its going to affect us if the other mines do.  The noise we could already hear on Red Star 

when they were doing the reclaiming that’s all you can hear is noise where I live.  My house is 

very sound tight but you can hear it inside of the house and look how far we are.  So please just 

consider that and we appreciate you listening to our comments tonight.   

 DR. JOHNSON: Thank you. 
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 MR. KENY ROWELL:  Thank you for allowing me this opportunity to speak.  I’ll try 

to be brief.  My name is Kenny Rowell and I am opposed to strip mining in the Shepherd Bend 

area in the Walker County.  I would like to say why first of all I want to say my wife and I 

bought property in Shepherd’s Bend six years ago and began preparation for building a house.  

We built a house and moved in almost three years ago.  We live near Mr. Thompson that spoke 

earlier we’ve enjoyed living in Walker County and have met many wonderful people.  The 

Shepherd’s Bend Community is made up of four neighborhoods.  We live in a neighborhood at 

the tip of the U shape bend in the river.  There’s a neighborhood on the left side of the curve a 

neighborhood on the right side of the curve our neighborhood at the bottom and then the 

neighborhood where the others live up in the center right next…adjacent to where that property 

is.  I found that our neighborhood is made up of honest hard working people and that I am proud 

to call them my neighbors.  We’ve even formed a neighborhood association and collected money 

to pay a local construction company to repair the dirt roads in our area.  We also put up speed 

limit signs and encourage everyone that lives there to obey the speed limits.  I know the strip 

mine placed in the middle of these four neighborhoods will be very detrimental to us.  I speak for 

my family and the majority of the Shepherd’s Bend community where I live.  We moved here so 

our families, children, grandchildren and friends also could enjoy the hunting, fishing, water 

recreation on the river and hiking in the woods.  A strip mine in the center of our neighborhoods 

would drive away 85 to 95% of the deer and turkey in the area.  The runoff from the mine will 

continue to fill in the slough s and the main channels of the river.  I can’t say exactly how it will 

effect the fishing we may not know this for sure until a year or many years has passed by.  I 

know a mine will effect our water quality though.  There are seven site built homes and many 

manufacture homes in my neighborhood alone we’re all on well water and have no offers from 
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any company or municipality to install a public water system out there.  There are seven families 

in my neighborhood excuse me there are more than seven families that live here full time.  This 

is a vital throbbing community.  I’ve been told that if a strip mine is allowed in Shepherd’s Bend 

and the blasting collapses our wells that the mining company will bring us water until they can 

re-drill our wells.  My question is what if this occurs multiple times?  Will they continue to bring 

drilling me a new well and bringing me water until live on if the blasting keeps collapsing wells?  

Also if the water becomes contaminated with iron, manganese, aluminum, arsenic, lead or 

mercury no amount of well drilling will automatically solve that problem. Also I’m concerned 

about the effects that the necessary blasting of strip mine does will have on my house.  The Red 

Star Mine is approximately one in half miles up river from my house.  I have felt the after effects 

of blasting at that mine.  It shakes my entire house.  One day the blasting was so strong as I was 

walking down the hallway in the center of my house it knocked me completely off balance and I 

had to grab the wall to catch my balance.  That’s how much it shook my house.  My house is a 

well-built house.  I spent over three hundred thousand dollars on it, it had a strong foundation, 

and special roof trusts put on it.  I know my house will not with stand the blasting of mine this 

close to it.  My house will be destroyed and the only recourse I will have is to file a law suite to 

try and get some compensation for the damage done.  Now the fella that spoke earlier that was 

coal minor.  Said that they wanted to work with us cooperate with us and take care of these 

issues well the lady that was up here told you what to her house and she told you what she was 

offered as compensation.  Its ridiculous, then there is not fair compensation offered.  

Unfortunately in the state of Alabama, there’s no fund set up to automatically compensate people 

for the damage done to their property.  Its not automatic thing that if your property is damaged 

you get a check from some insurance company or from some other person.  You have to go to 
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court, okay.  The blast will destroy our homes little by little.  When the blasting does damage our 

houses the only recourse we have is to file a law suite to try and recover some amount to 

compensate for the damage done.  Personally, I plan to spend my near retirement years and my 

retirement years hunting and fishing instead of in an Alabama Courtroom.  Also, I plan to spend 

my retirement savings on things for my family to enjoy like a pontoon boat or fishing equipment 

not on lawyer fees.  I propose a solution to this dilemma that we’re  faced with about the strip 

mine at Shepherd’s Bend I proposed that Shepherd’s Bend Mining Company or what ever the 

mining company name is be allowed to mine at another location.  A location not right on the 

banks of the river in the sharp bend of the river. A location not in such a delicate area for the 

wildlife and so close to our wells and a main water intake for the city of Birmingham.  Yes our 

country is depend on coal just as we depend on gasoline for our cars.  Yes coal miners need jobs 

they have families to feed too.  There is coal in more areas than Walker County.  With our 

knowledge and technology of today can’t someone find a better location to mine coal at.  Yes, 

there is coal under ground at Shepherd’s Bend but there are coal deposits in other areas of 

Walker County I am sure.  Thank you for allowing me this time to speak and thank you for being 

here.   

 DR. JOHNSON:  Thank you.  Anybody else on this side.  Okay, I’m going to the front 

row left ma’am…yes.  

 MS. KIM INGRAM VANCE:  My name is Kim Ingram Vance.  I live at 1546 

Dovertown Road that’s Cordova, Alabama 35550.  There’s been a lot of good comments tonight 

that I was going to touch on and you have brought a lot of it to the floor front.  I’m here mainly  

because I am somebody’s mother.  I have always taught my kids to stand up for what ever is 

right.  I’ve drugged them out here tonight Joe’s 7, he’s asleep on the front row, Molly’s 13.  I’m 
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against the permit being given being so close to the river.  I’m a mile away from the river.  I’ve 

been employed with Alabama Power Company for over twenty-one years.  My grandfather’s 

name, he’s a miner; he’s etched on the miner statue in Barney.  I’m not against coal mining I’m 

against where it’s going.  It’s going to affect our drinking water and our quality way of life for 

our children.  So with that being said I am against the permit process.  So, thank you. 

 DR. JOHNSON:  I think I saw one hand back here.  Yes mam.  

 MS. CHARLOTTE HAMILTON:  Good evening my name is Charlotte Hamilton.  Our 

home is at 500 Pine Lane, Quinton, Alabama 35130 or 5 not sure which of those.  I’m just an 

ordinary person, I’m not an engineer, I do have college degrees, but they are certainly not in 

engineering.  My opposition to the permit is after the flood at our home our home is right on the 

water we had thirteen inches of mud for over one hundred feet that we had to remove.  In that 

mud were seems of coal not black algae it was coal.  Because there would be a layer of mud then 

a little small seem of coal.  I am very sorry I did not take pictures of that I did take pictures of the 

mud.  Our yard is not thirteen inches higher than it was, we had to raise one of our piers we 

raised it fifteen inches.  Its leveled with part of our yard.  The other part of our pier is low, killed 

all of our grass.  Those of you who have been through this before know what happen.  We cannot 

afford flood insurance because we are too close to the river.  So what ever happens we just have 

to deal with it.  We did deal with it, but it is not return to what has been.  The blasting that has 

occurred also has damaged our foundation and caused some cracks in our sheetrock.  No one 

ever came to our home for a premining survey or anything like that.  I don’t know where these 

people get these ideas but in reality at our home that has not happened.  I’m very much against 

this permit and ask you to please deny it and find another place for the mining.  Thank you very 

much.   
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 DR. JOHNSON: Did I have anybody else?  We will get him first then you.  Okay we’re 

approaching 9:25 so make it brief and I’ll try and get the last two or three people. 

 MR. RAY MANASCO:  My name is Ray Manasco.  I live down on Warrior River live 

at 812 Riverview Rd., Quinton.  The gentleman up here while ago said that mining these days 

not like they were thirty years ago they are better today.  Well I tell you what mining was in our 

back yard for the last five years, we know what its all about.  Be glad to take you down to our 

house and show you the damage we had a storm seller didn’t we Mr. Kitchens?  Mr. Kitchens 

knows me very well.  You can’t use the storm seller anymore because the walls are busted, floors 

busted, stays full of water.  We complained about we never got nothing we never got anyone 

down from the mining company.  They were saying that they come in and help the people well 

they didn’t.  We never saw one never.  Mr. Kitchens come down there one time and I said Mr. 

Kitchens what happen if we have flyrock?  He said, “Ray, I’ll go up there and shut them down.”  

Well we had flyrock; lot of us around here can vouch for that not just myself.  One of the flyrock 

went through my son’s pickup truck.  So, I called Mr. Kitchens and said Mr. Kitchens are you 

going to shut them down?  He said, “Well Ray I’ll go up there and talk to them I’ll speak to 

them.”  That’s a fact.  One day we had a blast and I mean it was a bad one we still got damage 

from it.  So I called Mr. Kitchens I said Mr. kitchens I want you bring your seismograph out here 

it was a bad one, gave him the time and date.  We went out there and he says dog on it ray I 

forgot to plug it up the last time I was down here.  I thought Mr. kitchens was a one-man 

operation but it’s a bunch of these guys over here, women.  Good to see you good to meet you.  

So you want to talk about mining years in the past being bad well I tell you what we just spent 

the last five years of pure misery.  Our back yard is a dump, front yard we got a beautiful river 

and we like to keep it that way.  Wife and I retired moved down here seven years ago and we 
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spent the last five years listening to the nukes blasting off, dynamite going off, horns whatever 

you name it, nobody care nobody.  You ask them to come down and talk to you can’t do that.  

Ask Mr. Kitchens for help we didn’t get it, but at this point in time, Mr. Kitchens we’re going to 

ask you again deny that request for the coal mining.  It’s a bad place and we’d appreciate if you 

would be on our side we need you.  Thank you.   

 MR. NEIL HEIGHTS:  We thank you for tonight.  My name is Neil Heights I live at 15 

Riverfront Drive; right across from the pumping station that pumps the Birmingham Water 

Works.  I sit out on my pier regularly and there is something everyone here tonight has failed to 

say.  The water flows from north to south but when the pumps kick on the water there, discharge 

places are going to be down the river, the water comes back up the river.  The pump see the 

pump there (pointing to the picture on the screen) at Katie Byrd.  It pumps the water and it pulls 

it right back up the river.  The mud that comes out of the strip which I’ve witnessed it during the 

high waters and the rains you go up the river you can see the mud that comes off the bank of the 

highwalls up there but its been repaired lately.  The water consistently sits there and goes down 

the river comes back up the river the rivers had all it could take right there.  I’d like to tell the 

guy the young guy that was up here and said he had coal mined all his life.  I coal mined I started 

in 1975.  Coal miners know when things are bad and when things are good.  If you lived there on 

that river…my pier right there right across from the pumping station ya’ll are more than 

welcome to come at anytime, you would see the destruction that the coal that the strip it would 

do to the Birmingham drinking water because pulls it right in there to it.  I thank ya’ll for being 

here tonight.  
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DR. JOHNSON: I had one more over here.  Didn’t I have one more over here?  If not 

then…there you are I new I saw a hand somewhere. This is going to have to be the last one folks.     

 MS. NELDA JOHNSON:  My name is Nelda Johnson.  I live at 737 Riverview Road, 

Quinton, Alabama 35130.  My comment is that the mining company don’t tell you how bad all 

the dust is.  I have asthma and I can’t hardly breathe I can’t even go outside because we have to 

literally wash the deck down so I can even go outside.  The noise…I had to leave my home 

because I couldn’t even sleep. My son, they came a bad blast and they always come back after a 

blast and they look on that thing and they’ll always say it’s within the guidelines.  There were 

rocks flying and it almost killed my son.  There were rocks this big (Putting her hands up as an 

example) that went in someone air-conditioning unit.  It messed up my neighbors truck. Big 

rocks, there were rocks dented into the grass but its within guidelines.  My son was in the slough 

not in the main river in a slough and rocks pelted him and almost killed my son.  Now I ask you 

if that was your son or your daughter how would you feel?  I’m asking and I’m begging please, 

please do not pass this.  Please I don’t want anybody else to have to go through what we’ve had 

to go through.  Thank you.  

 DR. JOHNSON:  I think that got everybody.  I appreciate you coming tonight we 

appreciate hearing your words and we will take them into consideration when we make our 

decision on this permit.  We hope to have something out on this like I said within thirty days.  

Please drive careful going home.  Thank you.  

 

 

 

 




















































































































